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ABOUT CEDARS-SINAI

Cedars-Sinai is a national leader in providing 
high-quality, patient-centered healthcare 
encompassing primary care as well as specialized 
medicine and conducting research that leads to 
lifesaving discoveries and innovations. Since its 
beginning in 1902, Cedars-Sinai has evolved to 
meet the healthcare needs of one of the most 
diverse regions in the nation, continually setting 
new standards in quality and innovation in 
patient care, research, teaching, and community 
service. Today, Cedars-Sinai is widely known for 
its national leadership in transforming healthcare 
for the benefit of patients. Cedars-Sinai impacts 
the future of healthcare globally by developing 
new approaches to treatment and educating 
tomorrow’s physicians and other health 
professionals. Cedars-Sinai demonstrates a 
longstanding commitment to strengthening the 
Los Angeles community through wide-ranging 
programs that improve the health of its most 
vulnerable residents. 

CEDARS-SINAI MAINTAINS THE  

FOLLOWING GOALS FOR BIOMEDICAL  

RESEARCH: 

• Sustain a program of outstanding biomedical 
research, healthcare services, and nursing 
research by fostering basic and clinical 
investigation in the prevention and causes of 
medical illnesses, their pathologic mechanisms 
and diagnoses, and the development of cures for 
the ailments that afflict our society  
• Translate research discoveries appropriately to a 
clinical setting 
• Provide research training opportunities for 
graduate students and professional  
teaching programs  
• Foster the transition of biomedical discoveries 
to the realms of product development, patient 
care application, and marketing  
• Provide cross-fertilization and interdependent 
synergy between the medical center and the 
biotechnology industry  
• Protect the rights of human and animal subjects 

Cedars-Sinai is fully accredited by the 
Association for the Accreditation of Human 
Research Protection Programs Inc. (AAHRPP) 
for assuring protection for human subjects 
during research. Cedars-Sinai was the first 
institution in California to receive this 
designation. AAHRPP is a Washington, 
D.C.-based nonprofit organization that uses a 
voluntary, peer-driven educational model to 
accredit institutions engaged in research 
involving human subjects.

Cedars-Sinai does not discriminate against any 
person on the basis of race, color, national origin, 
disability, age, or sex in admission, treatment, or 
participation in its programs, services, and 
activities, or in employment. For further 
information about this policy, contact the public 
civil rights coordinator, at 310-423-7972.
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PLAYA VISTA, 
NOW HEALTHIER 
THAN EVER.
Cedars-Sinai is excited to be part of the neighborhood. 

With a range of services from primary and urgent care to 

pediatrics, expert care is just around the corner. So you 

can come to us for anything and everything without ever 

leaving the neighborhood.

 

Cedars-Sinai is located at Runway Playa Vista, with 

additional locations in Westchester, Marina del Rey, 

Culver City and Santa Monica.

12746 W. Jefferson Blvd.
Playa Vista, CA 90094

1-800-CEDARS-1
cedars-sinai.edu
Covered by most insurance plans.

Urgent Care Hours
Weekdays: Noon - 9 p.m.
Weekends: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
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From the Dean

E
ach year, the National Institutes of Health invests 
approximately $1.5 billion in stem cell research. Cedars-
Sinai has been honored to be a recipient of some of these 
highly competitive funds, which have paved the way for 
exciting advances in the field of regenerative medicine.

Every day, our experts aspire to transform innovative 
ideas into tangible reality. We have entered an era when cell 

and tissue regeneration is both feasible and clinically relevant. We are utilizing 
newly regenerated tissues for accurate disease modeling, drug discovery, 
therapeutic trials, and more.

The possibilities are awe-inspiring. We now can grow a patient’s own 
diseased tissue in the laboratory, allowing us to revert the illness back to its 
early stages to understand the disease process, and, perhaps, reverse it. 
Recreating tissues and even producing organ facsimiles enable us to screen 
medications to identify the safest and best treatment protocols without 
exposing patients to potentially toxic side effects. In addition, many animal 
studies and proposed clinical trials are combining stem cell therapy with gene 
therapy to produce a gene that can be artificially inserted into a patient’s 
diseased tissue to activate a therapeutic growth factor (a naturally occurring 
substance that stimulates proliferation of cells involved in tissue healing).

At Cedars-Sinai, these scientific achievements have real-world implications 
for our patients with heart disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), 
blindness, joint and vertebral dysfunction, inflammatory bowel disease, and 
other conditions. 

In this issue of Discoveries, you will read about our progress in leveraging 
leading-edge cardiac stem cell technology to combat Duchenne muscular 
dystrophy, a genetic disorder characterized by progressive muscle degeneration 
and weakness. Another story highlights the role regenerative medicine may 
play in unlocking the mysteries underlying idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, a 
chronic and serious lung disease.

The future is already here at our doorstep. At Cedars-Sinai, our distinguished 
researchers and physicians are harnessing their skills and experience to break 
ground on novel discoveries and expanding opportunities to improve and 
extend patients’ lives. This is the hallmark of our work: driving innovation to 
make a meaningful difference for the people who rely on us each day. On their 
behalf, we will continue to broaden our investigations into regenerative 
medicine and collaborate with colleagues from across the nation to chart a 
healthy and vibrant future for all. 

Shlomo Melmed, MD
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

DEAN OF THE MEDICAL FACULTY

HELENE A. AND PHILIP E. HIXON DISTINGUISHED CHAIR IN INVESTIGATIVE MEDICINE

Every day, our experts aspire to 
transform aspirational ideas 
into tangible reality. … The  
possibilities are awe-inspiring.

140378_p5-17.News&Notes.final.indd   4 10/27/17   10:31 AM
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How do we store memories? Before scientists can 
answer that longstanding question, they need to 
know which parts of the brain are involved. Recently, 
investigators at Cedars-Sinai made a surprising discovery 
about short-term memory, which is the ability to maintain 
ideas, thoughts, images, and objects for seconds or minutes. 

Short-term memory involves a type of brain cell called a 
persistently active neuron. “We predicted these neurons would 
exist in the frontal lobe,” says Jan Kaminski, PhD, a neuroscien-

tist at Cedars-Sinai and the lead author of a 
study into these cells. “But we did not expect to 

also find them in the medial temporal lobe, an 
area of the brain we believed was only involved in 

long-term memory.”
Impaired short-term memory severely weakens our 

ability to complete everyday tasks. “The more we know about 
where and how memories are made,” Kaminski says, “the closer 
we are to developing treatments for memory disorders.”

Memory  
Lane  

6 STATS   |  10 IMAGING ALL THE PEOPLE   |   15 WHO’S WHO
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To help address the nation’s opioid crisis, Cedars-Sinai is investigating the 
best way to discuss these highly addictive drugs with chronic pain patients. 

Opioid overdoses claimed some 33,000 lives in the U.S. in 2015. Opioid-
related deaths have quadrupled since 1999, driven partly by overuse of 
prescription pain relievers.

“Our study will test whether we can use electronic health records to disrupt 
how pain treatments are discussed and managed,” says Brennan M. Spiegel, 
MD, director of Health Services Research at Cedars-Sinai. Most opioid use 
studies rely on prescription claims data. The Cedars-Sinai project is differ-
ent because it also will use patient feedback, which is critical for successful 
management of chronic pain.

Working with patients, advocates, addiction specialists, and primary care 
providers, Spiegel’s team will compare the effectiveness of two established 
communication strategies used by doctors who treat chronic pain. Some 
patients will receive educational material prior to office visits, while com-
puter alerts will prompt doctors to speak with other patients before renewing 
prescriptions.

STATS : MEDICINE’S GENDER GAP

1906 

The first female Jewish physician to practice in Los Angeles, 
Sarah Vasen, MD, joins Cedars-Sinai’s predecessor, Kaspare Cohn 
Hospital, as its first paid resident physician and superintendent.

Pain Points

When Harvard Medical School admitted its first female, 
in 1850, vigorous protests ensued, prompting the 
groundbreaking student to withdraw. History would 
soon be on her side. By the end of World War I, women 
were trickling into the profession. Eventually, the trickle 
became a stream. Women continue to make strides, 
but disparities remain. Here is a brief by-the-numbers 
account of the triumphs and challenges of women in 
medicine. 

Open-heart surgery is a 
lifesaving procedure 
commonly performed 
in the U.S. to replace 
failing hearts, bypass 
clogged arteries, and 
repair leaky valves. 
While most patients 
recover fully, some 
suffer long-term effects 
— or even fatal heart 
failure — from the 
stress caused by the 
operation.

Surgeons use a 
cardiopulmonary 
bypass machine to 
perform the heart’s 
functions while it is not 
beating during a 
procedure. Because the 
blood supply to the 
heart is interrupted, 
cardiac cells can be 
injured. 

Scientists at the 
Cedars-Sinai Heart 
Institute examined 
damaged cells in tissue 
samples taken from 

patients before and 
after surgery. Their work 
demonstrates for the 
first time in human 
hearts that cardiac 
muscle cells react to 
this type of injury by 
both destroying and 
creating new 
mitochondria, the tiny 
energy factories inside 
each cell.

“By accelerating 
beneficial aspects of 
this process, doctors 
one day may be able to 
speed up recovery of 
heart function after 
open-heart surgery,” 
says Roberta Gottlieb, 
MD, director of 
Molecular Cardiobiology 
at the Cedars-Sinai 
Heart Institute, the 
Dorothy and E. Phillip 
Lyon Chair in Molecular 
Cardiology in honor of 
Clarence M. Agress, MD, 
and the study’s 
principal investigator. 

Safer Heart Surgeries
Cedars-Sinai scientists are 
collecting data — and damaged 
cells — from heart transplant 
patients to improve recovery.

140378_p5-17.News&Notes.final.indd   6 10/27/17   10:22 AM
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85
Percentage of female residents in 
obstetrics/gynecology in 2015; other top 
specialties for female residents 
include pediatrics (75%), family 
medicine (58%), and psychiatry (57%).

48
Percentage of female medical school 
graduates in 2015. This represents an 
increase from less than 40 percent in 
1995 and a mere 10 percent in 1980.

38
Percentage of full-time 
medical faculty positions 
held by women. Only 16 
percent of medical schools 
are led by a female dean.

Investigators at Cedars-Sinai use 3-D 
printing to evaluate leading corrective 
methods for foot deformities caused by 
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease, which affects 
nerve function in the hands and feet. More 
than 120,000 people in the U.S. suffer 
from the condition, which leaves many 
with feet that are twisted inward, making 
walking difficult. 

Using a CT scan of a teenage patient’s 
foot, the scientists created 3-D prints of 
the deformed bones. They then used the 
models to compare the outcomes of major 
corrective surgical techniques. The results 
showed that none were satisfactory.

“To truly help patients with Charcot-
Marie-Tooth disease, we must fully 
understand the limits of current 

methods,” says Glenn B. Pfeffer, MD, lead 
author of the paper and director of the 
Cedars-Sinai Foot and Ankle Program in 
the Department of Orthopaedics. “This 
is one of the first times 3-D prints have 
been used in orthopedic research, and 
it’s a major step in helping us improve on 
current practices.”

A Step 
Ahead
3-D printing 
paired with 
orthopedic 
research helps 
patients with a 
debilitating 
foot disease. 

140378_p5-17.News&Notes.final.indd   7 10/27/17   10:22 AM
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With me by your side, 
you’ll never face 
cancer alone.

Stacey Patterson, RN
Infusion Nurse

©2017 Cedars-Sinai.

At Cedars-Sinai, we treat cancer with science. 
We treat cancer with research. 
But we also treat cancer with people.

O�  ces in Beverly Hills, West L.A., Santa Monica
and the Valley
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Chain 
Links
It’s well-known that the number of kidney donors falls far short of the 
number of people in need of a kidney transplant. What’s less known is 
an extraordinary pay-it-forward solution to the shortage that involves 
a chain of Good Samaritans and makes it possible for more men and 
women on the waitlist to receive a new organ. It is particularly helpful 
to highly sensitized patients, who are very difficult to match and 
whose antibodies cause them to reject organs from 
most donors. It all starts with a humanitarian 
donor who sets off a series of transplants. 
Here’s an example of how it can work: 

1. Jane, an altruistic donor, generously gives 
one of her kidneys to a stranger.

2. Jane’s kidney is a match for Maria. Maria’s 
brother John — who wanted to give his 
kidney to his sister but is not a match — do-
nates his organ instead to Benjamin, a match 
on the transplant waitlist.

3. Benjamin’s wife, Katherine, pays forward 
her own living kidney and is linked with a 
stranger on the waitlist named Valentina. 

4. Valentina’s best friend, Franco, would have 
given Valentina his kidney, but it’s not 
compatible. He decides to give his kidney to 
another mismatched duo. 

5. On and on, multiple acts of reciprocity 
continue. 

Cedars-Sinai recently completed its longest chain on 
record, which involved six people (three donors and 
three recipients). The longest kidney transplant chain in the U.S. involves an incredible 
74 donors and 74 recipients — a total of 148 individuals from 12 states — who all 
underwent surgeries at the University of Alabama at Birmingham Hospital. What’s 
even more astonishing is that this chain is ongoing, with no end in sight. 

5

1

2

3

4

5

GOOD TO KNOW: Less than one-third of transplanted kidneys in the 
U.S. come from living donors, and they are especially sought-after 
because they typically last longer than organs from deceased donors. 

Watch a kidney recipient meet his anonymous donor for the first time, 
at discoveriesmagazine.orgVIDEO

140378_p5-17.News&Notes.final.indd   9 10/27/17   10:32 AM
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The infant brain is famously pliable, an organ of explosive growth 
and unparalleled adaptability. But this period of rapid development 
comes with a large dose of vulnerability. Experts in brain imaging 
and neonatal care are collaborating to protect the neural networks 
of infants who are at particularly high risk: newborns who have 
been exposed to drugs in utero. Cedars-Sinai investigators are con-
ducting the research with peers at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill.

“Subtle changes during infancy may be greatly amplified with 
the unfolding of different developmental processes, exerting 

far-reaching consequences,” says Wei Gao, PhD, director of 
neuroimaging research at Cedars-Sinai. “Environmental 

factors like drug use can have a significant impact on 
brain formation.”

A robust body of knowledge exists about the 
structural development of the infant brain, but an 
understanding of the brain’s functional connectiv-
ity — how different areas “talk” to each other and 

the mechanisms that allow it to react, learn, and 
think — has been elusive.

To fill this knowledge gap, Gao created 
a functional connectome, a type of brain 

atlas for infants. He traced the develop-
ment of various networks using func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging 
scans of healthy babies. 

“We now have a preliminary un-
derstanding of how these networks — 

such as sensory, motor, language, and 
memory systems — are synchronized,” 

Gao says. “We have created an infant con-
nectome that we can use as a benchmark for 

further research.”
His investigation focuses on newborns whose mothers use 

drugs, which puts the infants at risk for developmental and cogni-
tive shortfalls. 

“Our goal is to follow these newborns over time and look at how 
brain function and behavior develop,” Gao explains. “Not all babies 
who have been exposed to drugs will have problems, but we would 
like to be able to predict which ones might develop brain dysfunc-
tion and take steps to safeguard them.” 

Baby’s First Map
Experts are examining the 
connections in babies’ brains to 
predict which infants might be at 
risk for developmental shortfalls.

N N&
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Could a Third  
Form of Diabetes Exist? 
When Mark Goodarzi, 
MD, PhD, first heard the 
phrase “Type 3c 
diabetes mellitus,” he 
was dubious. “Type 3c is 
not an official designa-
tion,” says the director of 
Endocrinology, Diabetes, 
and Metabolism at 
Cedars-Sinai. 

But today, Goodarzi 
leads a multisite 
research group studying 
Type 3c that is funded 
by a National Institutes 
of Health grant. 

Type 3c refers to a 
secondary form of 
diabetes triggered by 
pancreatic diseases like 
pancreatitis (inflamma-
tion of the organ) or 
pancreatic cancer. The 
term pops up in 
research papers but is 
seldom heard in 
doctors’ offices. 

Regardless of the 
condition’s name, 
Goodarzi and co-princi-
pal investigator Stephen 
Pandol, MD, director of 
Basic and Translational 
Pancreas Research at 
Cedars-Sinai, are trying 
to answer the question: 
Is this truly a distinct 
form of diabetes, or is it 
another manifestation 
of Type 2?

“I’m a diabetes genet-
ics person, while 
Stephen is the local 
pancreas guy,” Goodarzi 
says. “I would not have 

considered pursuing this 
project without him.” 

The pancreas is a 
unique organ in that it 
has both a hormonal 
and a digestive function. 
Diabetes is caused by 
poor insulin production, 
whereas pancreatitis is 
linked to the digestive 
enzymes the organ 
produces. When a 
patient presents with 
diabetes, physicians 
rarely consider 
pancreatitis as a cause, 
looking to hormone-
related processes 
instead.

“But these functions 
are not independent,” 
Goodarzi says. “If people 
are getting misdiag-
nosed with Type 2 when 
the underlying cause is 
pancreatitis, we want to 
correct that.”

In an upcoming 
clinical trial, Goodarzi, 
Pandol, and their 
collaborators will try to 
establish ways to 
distinguish Type 3c from 
Type 2 diabetes. 

The work will be an 
important step toward 
settling the Type 3c 
debate and “a great 
example of the value of 
building new collabora-
tions with investigators 
with complementary 
expertise,” Goodarzi 
says. 

What if you could coax broken bones to regrow their own tissue? A pioneer-
ing method combining stem cells and gene therapy may do just that.

Severe fractures often create gaps too large for the bone to bridge on its 
own. Such injuries require grafting — implanting pieces of bone from the 
patient or a donor — but the method can cause enduring pain and hospital-
ization, or imperfect healing. 

In a promising preclinical study, a Cedars-Sinai team implanted a matrix 
of collagen, a protein the body uses to build bones, into the gap between two 
sides of a leg fracture. The team found that the matrix recruited bone stem 
cells to the area. Investigators then delivered a bone-inducing gene into the 
cells. Eight weeks later, the gap was closed. 

“This breakthrough technique might make all the difference for the 
patients of tomorrow,” says Gadi Pelled, PhD, assistant professor of Surgery at 
Cedars-Sinai and the study’s co-senior author. 

Mend the Gap
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My research never stops 
because your cancer 
never sleeps.

Sam Klempner, MD
Medical Oncologist

©2017 Cedars-Sinai.

At Cedars-Sinai, we treat cancer with science. 
We treat cancer with research. 
But we also treat cancer with people.
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Licking the 
Salt Habit
How Virtual Reality Could 
Improve Your Diet 
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Depression can lead to poor outcomes 
for a slew of medical conditions, as 
patients who suffer from depression are 
less likely to take their medications and 
return for follow-up appointments. This, 
in turn, can delay recovery, lengthen 
hospital stays, and increase risk of 
readmission. 

Analyzing data from 20 studies of 
hospital depression screenings, 
investigators in the Cedars-Sinai 
Department of Psychiatry and Depart-
ment of Medicine found that 33 percent 
of hospitalized patients had symptoms 
of depression, such as hopelessness, 
loss of interest in activities, and changes 
in sleep and appetite. 

Cedars-Sinai routinely evaluates all 
hospitalized adult patients for depres-
sion. 

“When patients are admitted, we 
screen not only for routine health risk 
factors such as blood pressure and 
cholesterol, but our nurses also screen 
patients for depression,” says Waguih 
William IsHak, MD, lead author of the 
study and professor of Psychiatry and 
Behavioral Neurosciences. 

“It’s a golden opportunity to help the 
patient get treatment and remove some 
of the behavioral barriers to getting well. 
Screening for depression should be 
standard practice in all hospitals.” 

Depression Safety Net

Virtual reality has expanded into many areas 
in recent years, moving well beyond its original 
gaming applications. At Cedars-Sinai, researchers 
are envisioning a new use for the technology: 
protecting people from high blood pressure.

Because African-Americans are especially at 
risk, Cedars-Sinai teamed up with the Black 
Nurse Association’s local Council of Black Nurses 
to launch a feasibility study in West Adams, a 
historically African-American neighborhood in 
Los Angeles, to try to make a difference with a 
novel education approach. 

The program, called the Sodium Healthy 
Living Project (So-Help), specifically aims to 
reduce people’s intake of salt, a leading culprit in 
high blood pressure, which afflicts 40 percent of 
African-Americans. 

“High blood pressure is a silent killer, leading 
to kidney and heart problems,” says Bernice 
Coleman, PhD, a scientist and acute care nurse 
practitioner in the Department of Nursing 
Research and the Geri and Richard Brawerman 
Nursing Institute, and co-principal investigator 
of the study. “Identifying it early is key.”

Sixty participants received Fitbits, digital blood 
pressure cuffs, the MyFitnessPal app, and virtual 
reality goggles, and met weekly at the Holman 
United Methodist Church for dinner, health 
education, and data collection from their new 
devices. They learned about nutrition labels, the 
role of salt in their diets, and how to interpret 
blood pressure and cholesterol numbers.

In the virtual reality component, parishioners 
fly through their own hearts, brains, kidneys, 
and blood vessels in immersive 3-D for an eye-
opening view of the damaging effects of salt on 
their bodies.
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Of Hearts and 
Hormones

Over the past 15 years, 
fear of cancer and 
other risks has led to 
far fewer women using 
hormone replacement 
therapy (HRT). New 
evidence may reverse 
that trend. 

Reviewing 4,200 
women’s coronary 
calcium scans — an 
indicator of plaque 
buildup — Cedars-Sinai 
investigators found 
that those who used 
HRT had a much lower 
coronary calcium score 
and were 30 percent 
less likely to die. The 
results held up after 
accounting for risk 
factors such as age, 
diabetes, high 
cholesterol, and high 
blood pressure. 

“From this, I believe 
HRT really is beneficial, 
although we’ll need 
further studies to 
confirm this,” says Yoav 
Arnson, MD, a postdoc-
toral scientist at 
Cedars-Sinai and the 
study’s lead author. 

The results are not a 
blanket recommenda-
tion for all menopausal 
women. For example, 
those who have a 
history of heart disease 
generally shouldn’t use 
HRT. 

We  
Have the 
Technology

Congenital heart disease is the most common 
birth defect, affecting 1 in every 120 newborns. 
If a cardiac anomaly is not found before birth, 
a newborn can become sick or turn blue before 
receiving treatment. Unfortunately, only about half 
of such abnormalities are discovered prenatally, 
and a heart condition too often comes as a surprise 
to the obstetrician and parents.

“Most of these moms are low-risk cases,” 
explains Ruchira Garg, MD, director of Congenital 
Noninvasive Cardiology at the Guerin Family 
Congenital Heart Program in the Cedars-Sinai 
Heart Institute.

“These women do not have any family history 
of congenital heart disease, no exposure to agents 
known to cause malformation of an embryo, and 
no other known factors that increase their risk.” 

A routine ultrasound picks up most heart 
defects, but problems can be missed. 

“The ‘anatomic’ ultrasound has to evaluate 
the fetus from head to toes,” Garg notes. “The 
technician often can dedicate only one to three 
minutes to the heart.” 

When the obstetrician suspects a potential 
anomaly and recommends a more detailed fetal 
heart check, nearly half will be diagnosed with 

congenital heart disease. Garg is on a mission to 
improve prenatal detection so such babies are born 
into environments primed to help them. 

“I educate our community — obstetricians and 
perinatologists — on identifying patients with 
even nominally increased risk, such as a diabetic 
mother,” Garg says.

In such cases, a fetal echocardiogram — an 
ultrasound focused on the heart — is in order. 

“If I perform a fetal echo, in almost all cases I 
can say, ‘After our scan today, I will know if your 
baby has a heart abnormality that will require 
special care after birth,’” Garg says.

Once a critical anomaly is detected, Garg coor-
dinates care and delivery with the obstetric team 
so the mother can plan to give birth in a facility 
equipped to help her infant. In some cases, defects 
can be treated in utero.

Garg emphasizes that “Obstetricians and 
perinatologists are on the front lines in detecting 
every kind of birth defect, which is a huge 
responsibility.” Her goal is to educate these 
clinicians with the hope of doubling Cedars-Sinai’s 
prenatal detection of heart defects. 

“Congenital heart defects don’t need to be a 
surprise in the nursery,” she says.

Physicians don’t need new 
machines to predict 
newborn heart defects — 
they just need to better use 
existing resources.
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Mister Personality

NAME: 

Bruce Ettinger,  
CEO of Frame Health, a graduate 
of the Cedars-Sinai Accelerator 
Powered by Techstars — an  
incubator for healthcare start-ups

UNCONVENTIONAL 
TESTING: 
Bruce Ettinger’s 
software interprets 
personality test results 
to identify patients 
unlikely to comply with 
physicians’ orders. 
Frame Health uses 
these “patient profiles,” 
which fall into 
hundreds of categories, 
to tailor specific talking 
points and other 
tactics for encouraging 
people to take 
medications and follow 

other diet and lifestyle 
advice. 

A PREVENTABLE 
EPIDEMIC: 
Ettinger posits that 
patient nonadherence 
to medical advice is 
among the most 
expensive and harmful 
of healthcare issues. 
The numbers he cites 
to back up his position 
are distressing: One 
study published in the 
Annals of Internal 
Medicine found that 

failure to follow 
instructions causes up 
to 10 percent of all 
hospitalizations and 
125,000 deaths a year.  

BEGINNINGS: 
Ettinger saw the 
opportunity to adapt 
for healthcare the 
personality test 
developed by his 
one-time college 
professor and “best job 
coach ever.” Robert 
Hogan, PhD, and his 
wife, Joyce Hogan, PhD, 
created the Hogan 
Assessments, used by 
businesses seeking 
insights into how best 
to communicate with 
employees. For Ettinger, 
the connection is clear: 
“When someone gets 
diabetes, they’ve got a 
new job — a series of 
tasks they need to 
execute to stay alive,” 
he says. “Doesn’t it 
make sense for doctors 
to have the same 
insights [that busi-
nesses do] to help 
them communicate 
with patients?”

[         ]Serial entrepreneur, Emmy-
nominated sitcom producer, 
compliance nerd

FAMILY TIES: 
Ettinger was a producer 
of Life Goes On, the first 
primetime TV show to 
feature a major 
character with Down 
syndrome. Ettinger’s 
sister has autism, and 
he credits their 
relationship with 
helping him develop a 
strong sense of 
empathy. “It’s not easy 
to communicate with 
her, so it was a 
constant exercise in 
how to understand 
what she said and 
what she meant. 
Figuring this out was 
gratifying.”

HYPER- 
PERSONALIZED: 
Almost as a joke, in the 
1990s Ettinger 
designed an electronic 
kitchen device that 
would generate meal 
plans based on 
interview questions 
about diet, preferences, 
and time. “I’ve always 
been into hyper-per-
sonalization,” he says.

EVIDENCE-BASED 
CHANGE: 
Frame Health’s 
methods have proved 
effective at Cedars-
Sinai. In a pilot study, 
pharmacists who run a 
medication-manage-
ment program 
increased enrollment 
by 40 percent when 
they employed Frame 
Health-designed 
scripts during phone 
calls with patients. 
Caregivers in the 
hospital also are using 
the firm’s evaluations 
to identify patients with 
depression, who have a 
high risk of readmission. 
Frame Health 
assessments appear to 
identify such patients 
better than current 
methods, enabling 
swift intervention. The 
new model could lead 
to a decrease in 
readmissions. “It strikes 
me as an absolute 
mega-need for doctors 
and nurses to relate to 
people the way they 
need to be related to,” 
Ettinger says.
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We treat cancer with research. 
But we also treat cancer with people.
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Skip Your Wheaties?

READ YOUR LABELS 

These everyday items sometimes contain chemical 
compounds that could hinder communication between 
your gut and your brain. More study is needed to 
determine whether they are detrimental to your health.

BHT (butylated hydroxytoluene) is an antioxidant 
commonly added to foods and other products to keep 
fats in them from turning rancid. It can be found in 
cereal, chewing gum, cosmetics, potato chips, salami, 
and shortening. 

PFOA (perfluorooctanoic acid) is a polymer found in 
microwave popcorn bags, some nonstick cookware, 
stain-resistant carpeting, and other products.

TBT (tributyltin) is a compound used in paints 
(mostly for boats/ships) that can make its way into 
water and seafood. Since it’s also used as a 
preservative in paper, leather, textiles, and wood as well 
as a stabilizer in plastics, it can enter our bodies through 
the skin or by inhaling contaminated air. TBT is banned 
in most countries, but it has a long half-life and can 
remain in the environment for up to 30 years.

Can chemical additives in breakfast cere-
als and other everyday products lead to 
obesity? Growing evidence from animal 
experiments suggests the answer may be 
“yes,” but confirming these findings in 
humans has been daunting. 

Now, Cedars-Sinai investigators are 
developing a new protocol for determin-
ing the effects on humans of chemicals 
called “endocrine disruptors.” They are 
testing three compounds that are all 
around us in daily life (see sidebar). 
While previous research has shown that 
these chemicals can upset hormone 
systems in lab animals, this study is the 
first to use human stem cells and tissues 
to document how they may disrupt 

hormones critical to communication 
between the digestive system and the 
brain. The findings could potentially 
help prevent obesity. 

The scientists used hormone-producing 
tissues grown from human stem cells to 
demonstrate how chronic exposure to 
these compounds can interfere with signals 
that let people know when they are full. 
When this signaling system breaks down, 
people often continue eating — ingesting 
unneeded calories and gaining weight.

“We discovered that each of these 
chemicals damaged hormones that 
communicate between the gut and the 
brain,” says Dhruv Sareen, PhD, assistant 
professor of Biomedical Sciences and 

director of the David and Janet Polak 
Foundation Stem Cell Core Laboratory 
at the Cedars-Sinai Board of Governors 
Regenerative Medicine Institute. “When 
we tested the three together, the com-
bined stress was more robust.”

Of the three chemicals tested, butyl-
ated hydroxytoluene, or BHT, produced 
some of the strongest adverse effects. 

This study’s chemical-evaluation 
system eventually may provide a much-
needed, safe, and cost-effective method 
to review the health effects of thousands 
of chemicals in our environment. But 
more research is needed to determine 
whether these products are definitively 
linked to obesity. 
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Top Guns:
Bobbie J. Rimel, 
MD & Cholene 
Espinoza, MD
By Sophia Kercher
 

An OB-GYN resident and her 
mentor on what it takes to soar 
into the unknown in the medical 
field (and sometimes the sky)

&

Q
A

Dr. Espinoza, you have led a tremendous life so 
far. What drew you to change careers and 
choose OB-GYN?
Espinoza: What really led me to it is that I want to 
practice medicine in South Sudan. I started going 
there when I was a first-semester medical student. 
My wife got me interested in the region — she was 
there as a journalist. I learned the maternal 
mortality rate in South Sudan is 1 in 7. I don’t have a 
lot of time in medicine — I didn’t start this at age 25 
— so the one thing I’d like to focus on is to improve 
outcomes for women there through education and 
training, as well as practicing as an OB-GYN.

What has been one of the biggest challenges 
for you in your new role as a doctor?
Espinoza: After my final flight, I cried myself to 
sleep. I was leaving a profession I deeply loved and 
was good at — one that just came naturally to me. 
When I flew the U-2 spy plane in the Air Force, our 
slogan was “toward the unknown.” So the unknown 
now is what I grapple with: Am I going to be a good 
enough doctor? Not just in this environment but 
where I want to deploy my skill set, in South 
Sudan? There’s the struggle of wanting to be very 
good, and this painful process of getting there. It’s 
all about overcoming that self-doubt, and Dr. Rimel 
helps me remember that. 
Rimel: I feel a lot of kinship with Cholene. My dad 
was in the military, so I understand that mindset a 
little bit. And I’ve traveled some; I’ve lived in 17 
states, so I kind of understand Cho’s experience 
with moving a lot, too.

Dr. Rimel, how did you choose to specialize in 
OB-GYN? 
Rimel: I thought I would be a pathologist. I did a 
post-sophomore fellowship at the Yale morgue. 
Then 9/11 happened, and our morgue assisted with 
providing supplies. A few months later, I went with 
my mentor to the Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner in New York City and was impressed 
with the work, but I also realized that I missed 
working with patients. After that, I started doing 
more neonatal and fetal autopsies, and I discovered   

BOBBIE J. RIMEL, MD
 
FAMILY MATTERS
She and her wife have a dog named Mr. Sparkle 
Pants and two children, whose passions range 
from trains to learning new languages.  
 
WHAT’S IN A NAME?
Rimel was named after the local mortician 
because her father liked the name Bobbie. But 
the name never stuck with Rimel’s mom, so she 
settled on calling her daughter BJ, which is what 
most people call her to this day. 

CHOLENE ESPINOZA, MD 
 
THE WRITE STUFF 
After Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast in 2005, 
Espinoza leapt into action to help with recovery 
efforts. She wrote the memoir Through the Eyes 
of the Storm: A Book Dedicated to Rebuilding 
What Katrina Washed Away about the insights 
she gained from helping rebuild the storm-
ravaged community.  
 
CATCH HER IF YOU CAN  
She owns and flies a private plane she calls 
“Chuck.” She also cruises around town on a Vespa 
that she won in a raffle six years ago. 
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Today, Cedars-Sinai medical resident Cholene Espinoza, MD, studies sonograms, 
looking for the curves of a baby hidden in a mother’s womb. But 25 years ago, her 
astute eye was used for something different: flying a spy airplane. As the second 
woman to ever pilot the storied U-2 spy jet, she flew reconnaissance missions 
over distant landscapes in search of terrorist camps. Later, she searched for 
stories as an embedded war reporter. Her mentor, Bobbie J. Rimel, MD, 
associate residency program director for Gynecologic Oncology, maintains that 
someone like Espinoza only comes around once in a lifetime. 

Here, Rimel and Espinoza talk about the hope — and humor — they share in 
their careers, how flying a plane and medicine have more in common than one 
might expect, and what it’s like for Espinoza to be old enough to be her fellow 
residents’ mother. 

(continued on page 46)
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Learning goes both 
ways between 
Dr. Bobbie J. Rimel 
and her mentee, 
Dr. Cholene 
Espinoza, a 
Cedars-Sinai 
OB-GYN resident.

 (left) 
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Ruchira Garg, MD
Director, Congenital Noninvasive 
Cardiology at the Guerin Family 
Congenital Heart Program in the 
Cedars-Sinai Heart Institute
One of my first overnight calls as a 
pediatric intern was to insert an IV into a 
patient. It was 2 a.m. when I got a call 
from a floor nurse about a 9-month-old 
infant with a complex genetic underlying 
disorder who’d had lots of IVs in the past 
but whose veins were difficult to access. 
The IV team had tried over and over to 
insert the IV but couldn’t. I said to my 
senior resident, “Why are they calling me 
when they do this all day? What can I 
do?” And my resident said, “Ruchi, you 
don’t know what you can do until you try 
it.” We looked at this patient very 
carefully, every arm and every leg, and I 
got the IV in on the first try. It was very 
empowering. That resident taught me 
that you never know what you can add to 
help a situation. You have to try. 

Jaime Richardson, RN
Cancer Clinical Trial Navigator 
Samuel Oschin Comprehensive Cancer 
Institute
When I was in nursing school, I did my 
labor and delivery rotation at a Jewish 

Warning: Learning Curve Ahead
Being a beginner is tough — and there is no exception for doctors. It 
doesn’t matter how smart you are or how talented you feel, when you are 
new to a job, you will trip over a hurdle or two. Here, Cedars-Sinai’s stellar 
caregivers and investigators reveal lessons learned during their first days in 
medicine as well as surprising tales of the superstar mentors, savvy nurses, 
and idiosyncratic patients who helped along the way.  
As told to SOPHIA KERCHER, CASSANDRA TOMLIN, AND SARAH SPIVACK LaROSA

hospital (not Cedars-Sinai). My first 
patient was a young Orthodox woman. 
When she was in labor and bleeding, my 
nurse-instructor informed me that her 
husband couldn’t touch her, but he was 
still very close to her and talking her 
through the contractions. Pretty far into 
the labor, they wanted to pray in between 
contractions and requested to wash their 
hands. I ran outside and grabbed a bottle 
of Purell and then they explained to me, 
no, they needed a basin and warm water 
to wash their hands ceremonially. I felt 
like such a dummy! They probably were 
the same age or a little younger than I 
was, maybe in their mid-20s, and they 
giggled and were very sweet when I 
brought in the hand sanitizer. Then I 
provided what they needed and stepped 
out so they could pray. It was quite a 
lesson in cultural competency. 

Bruce L. Gewertz, MD
Chair, Department of Surgery
Vice President, Interventional Services
Vice Dean, Academic Affairs
Director, Division of Vascular Surgery
Surgeon-in-Chief
H & S Nichols Distinguished Chair in 
Surgery
The memory is still fresh in my mind 

more than 40 years later: I was a 
fourth-year surgical resident at the 
University of Michigan, shadowing an 
experienced endocrine surgeon named 
Norman Thompson. These were the days 
when you could smoke in the hospital, if 
you can believe it. He would walk into a 
patient’s room, pull up a chair, and start a 
cigarette. He’d spend the next several 
minutes chatting about a patient’s surgery, 
listening to her fears, and answering all of 
her questions. The patients were so 
grateful that he would commit like that 
— that he was really present and invested. 
Those conversations were an extraordi-
nary lesson about the power of empathy 
and compassion.

Shervin Rabizadeh, MD, MBA
Director, Pediatric Inflammatory Bowel 
Disease Program
Director, Division of Pediatric Gastroen-
terology
Medical Director, Maxine Dunitz 
Children’s Health Center
My residency was at Johns Hopkins, but 
sometimes we would go to a small 
community hospital to serve as residents 
on its pediatric floor. On my first day 
there, an attending neonatologist gave the 
interns a 10-minute lecture on how to 
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examine a little baby. We learned that if 
the heartbeat is more prominent on the 
right than the left, it might indicate issues 
such as a collapsed lung. But this is 
extremely rare. That very afternoon, I was 
examining a baby and I said to myself, 
“Wait a minute, this heartbeat is so much 
stronger on the right than the left.” I 
thought to myself, “Nah, come on. It must 
be a figment of my imagination, because 
this is so uncommon.” But my co-intern 
agreed with me. Nervously, we called the 
attending doctor and she said: “No way, 
no way. Fine, I’ll come over.” But she 
examined the baby and started to think 
we were right. We got an X-ray, and the 
kid did indeed have a collapsed lung, 
which we treated. Some things you just 
learn on the job right away. 

Bradley T. Rosen, MD, MBA
Vice President, Physician Alignment and 
Care Transitions
Medical Director, ISP Hospitalist Service
Medical Director, Supportive Care 
Medicine
A code blue is when a patient has some 
kind of cardiopulmonary arrest or 
requires heroic intervention to save them. 
One day during my first month of 
internship, I was part of the code team, 
led by a third-year resident. This code 
went on for probably 30 minutes. We 
tried and tried to get the patient back, but 
eventually the resident “called” the code; 
we were no longer going to attempt 
resuscitation and the patient was 
pronounced dead. There is this uncom-
fortable moment in that situation when 
everything stops and you’re in the room 
with a newly dead person. Staff started 
filing out and I remember feeling very sad 
and confused. I walked up to the resident 
and asked, “What happened? Why did we 
stop?” He took time to pull the code team 
aside and we talked through the whole 
experience. I found that to be such a 

human moment. It stuck with me because 
it was a nice way to reflect upon the 
seriousness of the work we do — and how 
to cope with death and with moments 
when we can’t help someone. When I 

train interns now, I am still mindful of 
how new and terrifying everything is to 
them. I try to keep it light and be 
supportive at the same time.

(continued on page 47)

Jeremy Falk, MD
Associate Director, Lung Transplant Program
My first day of internship in the summer of 1998 was with a very busy heart failure 
service, and I was like a deer in headlights. Literally all the residents and fellows left for 
lunch and I was in the unit by myself when a patient had a cardiac arrest and went into 
ventricular tachycardia — a very fast heart rhythm that can be life-threatening. One of 
the possible interventions at the time was something called a precordial thump, which 
basically means that you strike the person’s chest and try to interrupt the rhythm. I had 
only read about this and didn’t really know what it meant. So I went into the patient’s 
room and very lightly tapped his chest. Of course, nothing happened. Then, after what 
seemed like an eternity but was probably about 30 seconds, a fellow came running from 
the other side of the room, made a fist, jumped, and slammed on the guy’s chest as hard 
as he could. Then I realized what a precordial thump was. And the patient was OK.
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Think

W
hen I was 
growing up 
in Tucson, 
Arizona, 
my sisters, 
brothers, 
and I 

would walk home from school, meeting at 
Big Mama’s — my grandmother’s house 
— on the way. We had to dodge rattle-
snakes, yes, but otherwise our walk to and 
from school was safe. Such freedom to 
walk around safely is not guaranteed for 
all children, particularly in big cities. And 
a lack of safety can make it harder for a 
child to stay healthy. 

Urban environments can contribute to 
inequity as well: Rodents and carcinogens 
in an apartment building deprive 
residents of optimal health. Hispanic, 
Asian, and black adults have higher rates 
of diabetes than their white counterparts. 
A U.S. resident without a high school 
diploma can expect to die nine years 
sooner than a college graduate. The 
barriers to good health are numerous — 
and they are everywhere.

We can only hope to achieve a rich 
society — culturally and economically 
— if every individual can fulfill their 
potential. If some fall behind, we all lose. 
At this moment, Cedars-Sinai is in the 
process of expanding our footprint to 
include affiliates from Playa Vista to the 
San Fernando Valley. As we grow our role 
as a true health resource for the commu-

Equity Investment
All the best medical centers strive for health equity — but it cannot be 
achieved through lip service. We must embrace a deep understanding of 
the concept and teach it to the next generation of caregivers.  

nity at large, it is more important than 
ever to strive to serve everyone equally.

Fortunately, it’s considered necessary 
and obvious at leading academic medical 
centers like Cedars-Sinai that the many 
races and nationalities of the people we 
serve should be treated equally and with 
respect. This, however, is only the 
beginning of health equity. Its endpoint is 
far more nuanced and difficult to achieve. 

The nation’s largest philanthropy 
dedicated solely to health, the Robert 
Wood Johnson Foundation, gets to the 
heart of the matter, stating, “Everyone has 
a fair and just opportunity to be healthier.” 
This means enabling each individual to 
live their healthiest life. In an equitable 
world, obstacles that restrict access to 
healthcare — poverty, social injustice, 
language barriers — would be stripped 
away. 

Cedars-Sinai and institutions like it 
have a huge and necessary role to play in 
helping individual communities and our 

country attain equitable conditions. 
Health systems have to not only be 
devoted to snuffing out disease but also to 
supporting a framework that enables 
human beings in all walks of life to 
sustain health. 

Recently on morning rounds, I talked 
with two different families, each in the 
process of transitioning a loved one from 
the hospital to their home. A family of 
Chinese origin told me they would be 
stopping by their favorite Asian market so 
that when Mom arrived home, she finally 
could eat a familiar meal. The grandchil-
dren of a Latino patient were looking 
forward to reuniting their grandmother 
with her beloved dog. Evidence from 
multiple studies tells us that if we perform 
these transitions in care well, patients 
won’t bounce back to the emergency 
department and return to a hospital bed. 
In order to support individuals in their 
transition, it is vital to see them, not their 
disease. 

Identity often is culturally bound, but even 
individuals of the same background have 
different priorities, and it is incumbent 
upon caregivers to honor them.

By LINDA BURNES BOLTON, DrPH, RN
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Identity often is culturally bound, but 
even individuals of the same background 
have different priorities, and it is incum-
bent upon caregivers to honor them. That 
role starts with training. At Cedars-Sinai, 
an inclusive mindset is introduced on the 
first day of new caregiver’s orientation. 
Our list of nursing values includes global 
awareness — the appreciation that people 
come from myriad backgrounds. 
Culturally conscious education programs 
— classes, lectures, and rounds — are 
offered to all clinical staff, from new hires 

to senior faculty.
Health equity also can be boosted by 

reaching outside our walls to help 
communities evaluate their needs and 
meet their goals. The Cedars-Sinai 
Community Clinic Initiative offers 
programs to strengthen leadership and 
effectiveness in local health centers, and 
provides grants to help clinics thrive. In 
this way, we reduce barriers and encour-
age health by meeting diverse populations 
where they are — on their own geographi-
cal and cultural turf.

Burnes Bolton serves as health system senior vice 
president for Nursing, chief nursing executive, and 
director of Nursing Research, and is the James R. 
Klinenberg, MD, and Lynn Klinenberg Linkin Chair in 
Nursing at Cedars-Sinai. 

In addition, she has served as president of the American 
Academy of Nursing, the American Organization of Nurse 
Executives, and the National Black Nurses Association. She 
also was vice chair of the Institute of Medicine Commission 
on the Future of Nursing, and chair of the Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation committee on Transforming Care at 
the Bedside.

ABOUT DR. BURNES BOLTON

Everyone who interacts with patients at 
a large, urban health system like ours can 
benefit from the principles of inclusion 
that bring us all closer to health equity. 
Educational resources are abundant here, 
but unfortunately are scarce at less 
well-funded institutions. 

As fine a job as we and our peer 
institutions are doing, we can do even 
better. Continuing to remove barriers to 
health and helping all individuals achieve 
a state of wellness is going to require 
partnerships, not only with health 
consumers, but also with businesses, 
nonprofits, and government. It will 
require that all partners abandon the 
comfort of their siloes and engage in a 
cross-disciplinary effort that navigates our 
diverse communities. 

Any organization that believes in the 
possibility of wellness for all individuals 
can and should participate in efforts to 
achieve health equity. Healthcare cannot 
happen in a vacuum, but with true 
cooperation, we can raise the bar for 
health for all members of our society. 
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By SHERRY ANGEL    
Photography by AUSTIN HARGRAVE

T
remors, slow movement, and rigidity are 
among the leading signs of Parkinson’s dis-
ease. People usually do not start moving 
more fluidly — with grace, speed, and force 
— after receiving this diagnosis.

But that is what happened when five indi-
viduals decided to fight this progressive disease 

by doubling down on their passion for athletics. 
“What these patients are doing is remarkable and inspiring,” says 

their neurologist, Michele Tagliati, MD, director of the Cedars-Sinai 
Movement Disorders Program. “They used their diagnosis as an 
opportunity to take charge of their lives. They are champions.”

Now, 200 years after James Parkinson first described the condi-
tion, studies are beginning to document the benefits of exercise that 

Tagliati is seeing in the clinic. A growing body of research suggests 
that exercise may improve brain plasticity by repairing damaged 
circuitry that underlies motor and cognitive impairment in Parkin-
son’s patients.

“We still have a lot to learn, but we see that vigorous exercise 
seems to alleviate symptoms and slow progression of the disease 
for a number of Parkinson’s patients,” says Tagliati, one of the na-
tion’s leading investigators and treatment specialists for Parkinson’s 
and other movement disorders. “We’re now treating this disease 
earlier and more aggressively with a variety of medications so pa-
tients can move as freely as possible.” 

Read on to see how five men and women are redefining what it 
means to live with Parkinson’s by practicing and excelling at the 
sports they love. 

On Top of Their Game
Parkinson’s disease notoriously robs the body of its ability to move. Some patients 
can no longer walk, and many feel ‘frozen’ in their bodies. The five men and  
women portrayed in these pages slowed the excruciating creep of the disease in 
the most challenging way possible: They decided to move more — and with  
more determination — than ever before. 
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Find out more about how the Campaign for 
Cedars-Sinai is impacting aging and 
longevity at giving.cedars-sinai.edu
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On Top of Their Game

A
di Erber was 4 years old 
when he put on his first 
pair of skis. Born and 
raised in the heart of 
Austria’s Kitzbühel Alps, 

he discovered his life’s passion early. 
Fast, flexible, and strong, his body 
seemed made for the sport he loved. He 
tested himself as a racer and ski jumper 
while developing an elegant skiing style 
that others wanted to emulate. 

The rush of adrenaline Erber felt on 
the slopes eventually carried him across 
the globe to Sun Valley, Idaho, where 
he has been a ski coach for nearly 40 
years. Skiing sometimes fills him with 
such joy that he startles those around 
him by yodeling.

“I have so much fun,” he says, 
adding that he can’t resist doing small 
jumps over ridges because “it feels 
good.”

T H E  S K I E R :  A D I  E R B E R

A Kid  
at Heart

(continued on next page)
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But several years ago, he started 
noticing that his energy was 
sapped. Parkinson’s disease was 
blunting his edge. While medica-
tion alleviated some symptoms, he 
wasn’t bouncing back. “He wasn’t 
the smiling guy I knew,” his 
girlfriend, Di Anna Tonello, says.

Normally, Erber is easygoing 
— as comfortable having a bowl 
of soup with a movie star after a 
skiing lesson as he is hanging out 
with the guys at the coffee shop. 
With a playful glint in his blue 
eyes and a wicked sense of 
humor, he earned the nickname 
“Naughty Adi.” “He’s a 19-year-old 
trapped in a 75-year-old body,” 
Tonello says. “He’ll always be a 
kid at heart.” 

Seeking to regain his youthful 
spark, Erber visited Michele 
Tagliati, MD, at Cedars-Sinai to 
explore the possibility of under-
going deep brain stimulation 
surgery to improve his condition. 
During a battery of tests before 
the procedure, Arnold Schwar-
zenegger — a close friend whom 
Erber has long coached — was at 
his side, helping him stay 
positive. And when he underwent 
the surgery in 2015, Tagliati 
stayed with him as he awoke. “He 
squeezed my hand and I squeezed 
his,” Erber recalls. “He told me 
everything had gone perfectly.”

Erber still coaches several days 
a week during ski season and goes 
to the gym six days a week 
year-round. He often looks out the 
window with a sense of wonder 
that his “office” is a snow-covered 
mountain. “Not bad,” he says. 

B
obbie Poledouris is always 
eager for the next leg in 
life’s marathon. At 70, she 
just needs a good pair of 
running shoes — prefer-

ably neon pink.
For the past decade, medication has 

enabled this youthful grandmother to 
stay nearly symptom-free from Parkin-
son’s. Refusing to let the disease slow 
her down, she runs faster and farther 
than she did before her diagnosis. 

Poledouris was 59 when she noticed 
the first signs of Parkinson’s. She’d 
watched her father suffer from the 
disease, so her initial reaction was fear, 
but her vigorous nature prevailed. “I 
decided the disease was not going to 
become my identity,” she says.

One day in 2013, while walking along 
the beach with her dog, Lucy, Poledouris 
felt an impulse to pick up her pace. She 
went with it, running a short distance 
with the terrier at her heels. Soon she 
was leaving Lucy at home so she could 
go farther — 1 mile, then 2, then 3. Now 
she does 3-mile runs several times a 
week and says she has never exercised 
with so much drive.

It’s not easy. “There’s always a point 

T H E  R U N N E R :  B O B B I E  P O L E D O U R I S 

Her Race Against Time

in a run where I say to myself, ‘You can 
stop. You don’t have to do this,’” she 
says. “But then another voice says, ‘Yes, 
you do.’”  

Running awakened her competitive 
spirit. Poledouris has participated in 
more than two-dozen 5K races and 
taken home many first-place trophies 
for her age group. After each race, she 
studies a printout of results, seeing that 
she not only is improving her time but 
also beating runners as young as 18 — 
despite her illness. 

Her determination and high level of 
fitness impress her neurologist, Michele 
Tagliati, MD. An avid runner himself, 
Tagliati joined her in a Santa Monica/
Venice 5K last December. “His support 
over the past few years has definitely 
helped me stick with running,” Po-
ledouris says.

So far, her very active retirement 
years are unfolding just as she hoped. 
“Parkinson’s gave me a gift. It gave me 
running, and made me more deter-
mined,” she says. “Maybe I can outrun 
this disease.”

“Parkinson’s gave me a gift. It gave me  
running, and made me more determined.” 
– Bobbie Poledouris

(continued from previous page)
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B
allet. Jazz. Tap. Hip-hop. 
Linda Berghoff does it all 
— with grace and grati-
tude. She defies and resists 
her Parkinson’s diagnosis 

with elegant arabesques or Bob Fosse–
style routines.

Despite watching the progressive 
disease immobilize her mother, Berghoff 
believes it doesn’t have to be the same 
for her. Instead, she channels the 
resilience she also inherited from her 
parents, who were Holocaust survivors. 
“They lost everything but were never 
bitter,” Berghoff says. “They were 
grateful for simple things every day.” 

Her lifelong love affair with dance has 
kept this warm and willowy retired 
teacher on her toes — literally — since 
her diagnosis 11 years ago. At that time, 
she was having difficulty with balance 
and coordination. “I was terrified it 
would keep getting worse and I would 
not be able to dance,” she says. Medica-
tion brought her symptoms under better 
control, enabling her to build strength, 
flexibility, and endurance by doing what 
makes her feel most alive.

Now she shares the benefits of dance 
with other Parkinson’s patients. With 

help from Laura Karlin, artistic director 
of Invertigo Dance Theatre, and Sofia 
Klass, an Invertigo dancer, she brought 
the Brooklyn-based Dance for PD 
program to Southern California about six 
years ago. People at all stages of the 
disease participate in the Invertigo Dance 
Theatre “Dancing Through Parkinson’s” 
classes that Berghoff leads. Some with 
advanced symptoms sway, tap their feet, 

and follow her elegant arm movements 
without leaving their seats.

“Everyone has rhythm and joy inside 
of them,” Berghoff says. “After an hour of 
dancing, you walk out stronger because 
you’re doing something to help yourself.”

Parkinson’s has taught Berghoff to 
accept certain limits — a valuable lesson 
for coping with aging as well as illness. 
She doesn’t let herself get down about 
her footwork not being as fast or her 
kicks as high as they once were. “I’m 
learning to modify the way I move and 
to be humble,” she says. “You can make a 
dance out of life by moving through 
challenges in a graceful way.”

T H E  DA N C E R :  L I N DA  B E R G H O F F

Grace and Gratitude

“I’ve learned to be 
humble. Just 
finishing a dance 
class is a triumph.” 
 – Linda Berghoff
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S
elf-taught tennis player 
Bernie LeSage, who has made 
a comeback on the national 
tournament circuit despite 
Parkinson’s disease, feels best 

about his game when he hits a “crisp 
shot down the line.” But if he could 

relive the day he played world champion 
Jimmy Connors, “I’d hit a few more 
put-away volleys,” he says. 

They were matched in the 1971 
NCAA championship at the University 
of Notre Dame when Connors was still a 
relative unknown. LeSage, now 68, was 

a senior at Notre Dame and the varsity 
team’s captain and star. The thundering 
echo of his serve earned him the 
nickname “Boomer.” 

Connors was a UCLA freshman who 
would become one of the best tennis 
players in history. He won against 
LeSage, 6–1 and 6–2, and went on to 
take the NCAA singles title and lead 
UCLA to the national championship.

“I wasn’t happy with my performance 
at the time, but now winning a few 
games against Connors seems okay,” 
says LeSage, who has played competi-
tive tennis off and on since college. 

Returning to tournament play after 
his Parkinson’s diagnosis seven years 
ago required patience. He was having 
difficulty with his toss when serving. 
Then he began to experience tremors, 
weakness, and trouble walking. 

“I had to learn to play tennis all over 
again,” he says. 

“There were lots of misses,” his wife, 
Joan, adds. “It was painful to watch.”

Medication and rigorous daily 
training eased LeSage’s symptoms and 
improved his game. He battles fatigue 
but doesn’t give in to it — he hits tennis 
balls instead of napping. In 2016, 
Boomer was ranked 19th in Southern 
California and 85th nationally among 
players 65 and older. He remains 
competitive but has relaxed his attitude 
toward winning since retiring from a 
long career as a business litigator. On 
the tennis court, “There are people I 
used to beat easily who I can’t beat 
anymore, but that doesn’t stop me from 
making a fool of myself,” he says. 
“Having a good match and hitting the 
ball where I want it are more important 
to me than winning.”

He has good days and bad ones, just 
as he has good matches and bad ones. “I 
only remember the good ones,” he says.

T H E  T E N N I S  P L AY E R :  B E R N I E  L ESAG E

Boomer Is Back
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A DIABETES DRUG FOR PARKINSON’S?

Studying the brain has 
long been the chosen 
approach for under-
standing and treating 
Parkinson’s disease. 
But now investigators 
are looking beyond that 
gray matter to identify 
underlying causes and 
find new treatment 
targets. 

Some investigators 
are studying a 
gut-brain pathway that 
may lead to neurode-
generation. Others 

address the role of 
genetic defects. At 
Cedars-Sinai, experts 
are leading research 
into the idea that 
insulin resistance could 
be a major culprit 
implicated in Parkin-
son’s. 

“There is growing 
evidence that the 
metabolic changes 
that occur in diabetes 
may impact brain 
degeneration associ-
ated with Parkinson’s,” 

neurologist Michele 
Tagliati, MD, says. 

Tagliati, director of 
the Cedars-Sinai Move-
ment Disorders 
Program, is conducting 
a Phase II clinical trial 
to test a Type 2 
diabetes drug as a 
potential treatment for 
Parkinson’s. The drug, 
liraglutide, has not 
previously been tested 
in Parkinson’s patients, 
though studies in 
England have shown 

promising results with 
a different diabetes 
medication.

The trial involves 57 
Parkinson’s patients 
and will run for two 
years. It focuses on 
how liraglutide, which 
regulates blood 
glucose levels, affects 
motor, non-motor, and 
cognitive symptoms. 
The trial is part of the 
Linked Clinical Trials 
initiative, which 
accelerates develop-

ment of new Parkin-
son’s treatments by 
identifying neuropro-
tective drugs that have 
been approved for 
other conditions. 

“This is a revolution-
ary approach to 
treating Parkinson’s,” 
Tagliati says. “We want 
to find out whether 
liraglutide can relieve 
symptoms and also 
whether it can change 
the trajectory of the 
disease.”

L
ike Clark Kent removing 
his glasses, Vince 
Hendrickson just makes 
one small wardrobe 
change to summon 

hidden strength. Twice a week, he pulls 
on bright-red boxing gloves to push 
through Parkinson’s symptoms and 
complete demanding workouts at a Los 
Angeles boxing gym. He hammers the 
punching bag with such tenacity that his 
coach calls him “Bulldog.”

“Vince is ferocious. He works really 
hard,” says Lauren Von Bernuth, a coach 
in the Support and Training to Over-
come Parkinson’s Disease (stoPD) 
program. Hendrickson, a 65-year-old 
retiree with a slight build but strong 
will, works out alongside others in 
fighting Parkinson’s with gloves on. 

Hendrickson was diagnosed in 2002. 
He sought treatment at Cedars-Sinai 

after he and his wife, Helene, moved to 
Los Angeles from New Jersey about four 
years ago to spend more time with their 
two grandchildren. He underwent deep 
brain stimulation surgery to treat his 
motor symptoms and takes medication, 
but he still struggles with gait and 
balance issues, low energy, and depres-
sion. 

Before hitting the gym, the disease 
has a grip on him. His gait is unsteady, 
he leans forward, and almost stumbles. 
After he warms up, though, Hendrick-
son responds instantly to his coach’s 
commands and the shaky gait is gone. 

“Move around the bag. Give me 
speed. Fast hands. Fast,” Von Bernuth 
urges.

Hendrickson is breathless when he 
stops for a break. He learned about the 
boxing program from his Cedars-Sinai 
neurologist, Michele Tagliati, MD, who 

T H E  B OX E R :  V I N C E  H E N D R I C KS O N

They Call Him ‘Bulldog’

had seen other patients benefit from 
intense exercise.

Hendrickson says the concentration 
required for boxing’s footwork helps 
him avoid falls in his daily life. “It trains 
me to think about how I’m moving,” he 
explains.

When he puts his gloves on, he’s in 
the zone, focuses on the bag, and pushes 
himself to punch harder. “I’m a power 
hitter, and the intensity of the training 
gets results,” he says. “It is helping me 
cope emotionally, too. I get my frustra-
tions out on the bag.” 

“Boxing trains 
me to think 
about how  
I’m moving.”  
– Vince Hendrickson
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INCURABLE. DEGENERATIVE. TERMINAL. FOR DECADES, THOSE TERMS 
HAVE LINGERED IN THE EARS OF PATIENTS WITH A LITTLE-KNOWN 

LUNG DISEASE WHILE THEY HAVE LISTENED IN VAIN FOR GOOD NEWS 
FROM THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY. FINALLY, INVESTIGATORS ARE 
BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO THE QUEST FOR NOVEL TREATMENTS.

By VERONIQUE DE TURENNE    
Photo Illustration by THE VOORHES

Supply
AIR
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e knows it sounds odd, but Paul Gior-
dano says he was lucky in 2014, the year 
he was diagnosed with a rare and dead-
ly lung disease. 

The first bit of good fortune came 
when his family doctor detected a 
slight crackling sound in Giordano’s 
breath during a routine physical, and 
then sent him to a lung specialist for 

further testing. Her vigilance meant his illness was caught 
early. The second bit was when he saw the specialist. The pul-
monologist delivered a bleak piece of news: Most people with 
this condition don’t live more than three years. 

“He was pretty cavalier about it,” Giordano says. “He sure 
didn’t offer me much hope other than ‘Take some prednisone 
and see you in 30 days.’ But then after telling me there’s no cure 
and that at age 71 I’m probably too old for a lung transplant, 
he said that a Dr. Noble at Cedars-Sinai is doing some advanced 
studies in this disease,” Giordano recalls. “I called his assistant, 
and it seemed like there was, maybe, some hope.”

The diagnosis that upended Giordano’s life was idiopathic 
pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), a fatal lung disease. For reasons that 
are not yet fully understood — that’s the “idiopathic” part — the 
disease causes progressive scarring, or fibrosis, within the lungs 
that gradually destroys their ability to function. 

In IPF, an ever-expanding barrier of scar tissue makes deli-
cate structures deep in the lungs become thick and stiff. Breath-
ing is increasingly difficult. Oxygen cannot pass from the lungs 
to the blood to fuel muscles and organs. The disease also affects 
the pathways that clear the waste product carbon dioxide from 
the blood and prevent an unhealthy buildup of the gas.  

What begins as an unexpected bit of breathlessness — the 
stairs you breezed up last week are suddenly a difficult climb 
— worsens progressively. Starved for oxygen, the body grows 
weak. Patients with advanced IPF struggle to breathe, and even-
tually succumb to lung and heart failure, and sometimes cancer.

The referral to Cedars-Sinai, though, put Giordano in a posi-
tion to beat the odds. Paul W. Noble, MD — director of the 
Women’s Guild Lung Institute, and the Vera and Paul Guerin 
Family Distinguished Chair — is a renowned leader in intersti-
tial lung diseases. He was the moving force behind a landmark 
series of clinical trials that, for the first time, identified specific 
medications to combat the progression of IPF. As a result of 
those trials, in October 2014 the FDA approved the drugs nint-
edanib and pirfenidone, which slow the disease’s advance by 
interfering with the cellular pathway that causes scarring. 

To call these new therapies game-changers is an understate-
ment. Before they became available, all patients faced a dark 
future: either a lung transplant or a slow and painful death. 
While neither medication cures IPF, patients now have thera-
pies that can extend their lives for the first time since the mid-
1800s, when the condition was identified by German physicians.

“Noble deserves a lot of credit for his work in moving pirfeni-
done, which was the first [IPF] drug to be approved by the 
FDA, into the clinic,” says Victor Thannickal, MD, director of 
the Division of Pulmonary, Allergy, and Critical Care Medicine 
at the University of Alabama. “Without a doubt, he is one of the 
pioneers [in combatting] this disease.” 

Giordano had never heard of IPF before learning he had it. 
That’s because the disease has a public relations problem. Each 
year about 50,000 new cases are diagnosed in the U.S., and the 
condition results in up to 40,000 deaths annually. Twenty times 
as many people are diagnosed with IPF as with cystic fibrosis, 
yet IPF remains all but invisible in awareness. This makes ac-
curate diagnosis and early intervention more difficult, and also 
makes it harder for scientists to garner research funding.

“One of our biggest challenges is that virtually no one knows 
about this disease,” Noble says. “We have suffered from a lack 
of interest and motivation, in part because it does affect most-
ly older men. But the people I take care of are in their early 70s, 
are otherwise perfectly fit, and would give anything to enjoy 
another 10 years.”

For Giordano, the timing of his diagnosis could not have been 
better. Just two days after his initial phone call to Cedars-Sinai 
— made the same month as the FDA approvals — he was in 
Noble’s office. That’s when a whole new world of treatment 
options opened up.

“Dr. Noble was so kind and gracious and reassuring,” Gior-
dano says. “His first words to me were ‘I want you to know that 
we’re going to be with you all the way through on this.’” 

After a lung biopsy and additional tests, Giordano was cleared 
to begin a regimen of pirfenidone, which he tolerates well de-
spite the drug’s known adverse side effects. He has the added 
comfort of knowing that, unlike what he previously was told, 
he is not too old for a lung transplant. If the time comes, Noble 
says the lifesaving procedure may indeed be an option. Cedars-
Sinai is one of the few medical centers in Southern California 
with Medicare certification for lung transplants. The expertise 
of the Women’s Guild Lung Institute teams enables older and 
sicker patients to be accepted for care. 

AIR AIR

“Pulmonary fibrosis slowly 
robs patients of breath 
and finally life. We are 

working to change that.”  
— Paul Noble, MD
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rior to 2014, when the FDA approved 
the two anti-scarring drugs, treatment 
for IPF consisted mainly of corticoste-
roids to reduce inflammation and 
agents to thin mucus. Whether treat-
ment with steroids was useful or per-
haps even harmful was open to debate. 
Now, researchers in the Noble Labora-
tory at Cedars-Sinai are moving the 

science forward once again. Their latest inquiries are shining 
new light on the molecular mechanisms behind IPF. 

“Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis is primarily a disease of the 
cells that line the gas exchange regions of the lung, or the al-
veoli,” Noble says, referring to the millions of tiny, balloon-
shaped sacs where the oxygen we inhale is transferred to the 
blood, and from which we receive carbon dioxide that we exhale. 

The lining cells are called type 2 alveolar epithelial cells, or 
AEC2 cells. “These recently have been shown to function as 
stem cells, which means IPF is, in part, a disease of stem cell 
failure,” Noble says.

In a healthy lung, these liner AEC2 stem cells are constantly 
renewing themselves with the help of worker cells known as 
fibroblasts. The Noble Laboratory recently discovered a mech-
anism by which the AEC2 stem cells regenerate. But in IPF, 
AEC2s weaken and begin to die off — the regenerative ability 
is lost. This appears to trigger the fibroblasts to malfunction: 
Instead of helping to rebuild the lung, they attack the delicate 
lining of the alveoli, which causes IPF’s signature scarring.

“We are starting to get clues on how to target these cells,” 
Noble says. “We think what we need are two different pills 
— one that stimulates the tired stem cells to grow, and one 
that targets these bad fibroblast cells that almost behave like 
cancer cells.”

By pioneering this line of inquiry, Noble and his colleagues 
hope to parse the mysteries of IPF at the cellular level. They 
also are looking at any genetic predispositions that may play a 
role in its development in certain individuals. This could lead 
not just to the formulation of new medications to manage the 
disease but perhaps even to a cure.

Among the many people rooting for Noble to succeed is Don 
Yuhas, who was 55 when he learned he had IPF in 2013. While 
on a family vacation to Hawaii, the shortness of breath that 
Yuhas had noticed for several months suddenly became severe.

“One day we were out snorkeling in a cove with no waves and 
no wind, and I was struggling and running low on breath,” he 
recalls. “I was 30 feet from the beach and it felt like it was 300 
feet. I had fins on and I’m a strong swimmer, but when my foot 
hit the sand, I had just about run out of gas.” 

Unlike Giordano, who got a swift diagnosis, Yuhas’ doctors 
struggled to identify his condition. First he was told he had 
walking pneumonia, then that he had experienced a mild heart 
attack. It wasn’t until a visit to a pulmonologist seven months 

after the Hawaii vacation that the diagnosis was in: IPF.
Yuhas’ girlfriend immediately went into research mode. From 

the American Lung Association, she learned that the best doc-
tor in the field was in their own backyard. 

“What I liked about Dr. Noble from the first day I met him 
was his optimism,” Yuhas says. “Before that, everyone was very 
grim.”

When it became clear that the initial treatment Noble pre-
scribed was not working, Yuhas was added to the waiting list 
at the Lung Transplant Program at Cedars-Sinai. A little over 
a month later, he received a new set of lungs. Within eight days 
he was home again, his oxygen levels in the normal range for 
the first time in years.

“Every breath I take now, I think of and thank my donor. I 
will never let him down!” he says.

Although a nonsurgical treatment did not work for Yuhas, 
he has greatly contributed to the push to decode the origins of 
IPF: He donated his diseased lungs to the Noble Laboratory, 
where they now are being studied. Cells from the lungs are 
cultured for use in experiments to learn how and why IPF de-
velops, and to seek pathways to stop or even reverse its progress.

“Our research is now moving toward screening a large num-
ber of drugs that can either stimulate stem cell renewal or kill 
the pathologic fibroblasts” — those worker cells that go rogue, 
Noble says.

“One of the ways that our investigators discover new treat-
ments is by using an approach where we grow something like 
mini lungs in a dish from healthy or diseased cells. We can use 
these organoids to test compounds.” The long-term goal is to 
use this personalized approach to treat patients.

The Noble Laboratory’s work has been funded through grants 
from the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the California 
Institute for Regenerative Medicine, and philanthropic funds 
from grateful patients and donors. “One of the challenges is 
that the NIH budgets have been severely stressed, compromis-
ing research moving forward,” Noble says. His team has a num-
ber of research grants under review, including an additional 
NIH grant, and is hoping for positive news to fund the IPF 
research program. In the meantime, he is directing research, 
seeing patients, and giving hope to a desperately ill population.

“Pulmonary fibrosis slowly robs patients of breath and fi-
nally life,” Noble says. “We are working to change that.”

And for that, Giordano is profoundly grateful. Thanks to the 
new drugs Noble’s work has made available, Giordano remains 
active. He walks, rides his bike, and enjoys life with Suszann, 
his wife of 50 years. He doesn’t mince words when saying how 
he feels about Noble and his work.

“We went from despair to hope,” he says. “Dr. Noble gave me 
my life back.”

AIR
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The Make-A-Wish 
Foundation gave 
Suhail Zaveri this 
flag and a trip to 
meet President 
Barack Obama at 
the White House. 
The 18-year-old, who 
has Duchenne 
muscular dystrophy, 
calls the trip his 
proudest moment.
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S
uhail Zaveri was 5 years old when he began to sense that 
he was different from other kids. He just didn’t know 
how he was different — or why.

All he knew was that he often found himself playing 
alone in the sandbox. He didn’t like to run. And the 

mean kids bullied him, mocking him for the “weird” way he 
walked.

But in third grade, he stood up to one of the bullies. After that, 
no one bothered him. In fourth grade, Suhail was admitted into the 

gifted and talented education program at school and found a new 
group of friends. These friends liked him for who he was. They didn’t 
care about the increasingly awkward way he ambled about.

He thought fifth grade would be a great year. Instead, something 
terrible happened: He lost his ability to walk.

“That’s when it hit me, that I really did have a disease,” Suhail 
says. “Every time someone brought it up, I felt like crying. I 
thought, ‘I’ll never be able to be like everybody else. I’ll never be 
normal again.’”

SCIENTISTS HAVE STRUGGLED FOR DECADES TO FIND ANSWERS FOR BOYS WITH 
DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY, A DEVASTATING MUSCLE DISORDER. BUT NOW, 

NEW RESEARCH INTO CARDIAC STEM CELLS IS OFFERING HOPE — AND GOING 
STRAIGHT TO THE HEART OF WHAT CUTS PATIENTS’ LIVES SO SHORT. 

By KATIE SWEENEY    
Photography by MAX GERBER

B    YSOFor  
The 
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‘SHATTERING’

S
uhail has Duchenne muscular dystrophy. He was 
diagnosed at age 5. At the time, he was too young to 
understand what Duchenne was. His parents, like 
most people, had never heard of it.

“When the doctor broke the news, we were like, ‘Is 
he crazy? What is he talking about? We don’t have this in our 
family. It’s not possible,’” remembers Suhail’s mom, Asmi Zaveri. 
But as she and her husband, Sandeep Zaveri, researched the 
disease, reality sank in — a feeling she can only describe as “totally 
shattering.”

That’s a fitting description of a Duchenne diagnosis. The most 
common form of muscular dystrophy, Duchenne (pronounced 
doo-SHEN) is a rare and life-threatening genetic disorder that 
causes progressive muscle degeneration and weakness. It almost 
exclusively affects boys — about 1 in 3,600 worldwide, with roughly 
20,000 patients in the U.S.

The disease has a heartbreaking trajectory. Babies initially 
appear perfectly healthy. But as they become toddlers and 
preschoolers, telltale signs begin to appear: a strange gait (such 
as walking on tiptoes or with feet wide apart), clumsiness, and 
difficulty climbing stairs and getting up from the floor.

Over time, Duchenne slowly weakens first their legs and arms, 
and later, their diaphragms and hearts. Most of these boys are in 
wheelchairs by age 12 (Suhail was 10) and require ventilation 
support later in their disease. Life expectancy has improved in 
recent years, but many patients die in their 20s or 30s. There is 
no cure.

Steroids can slow the progression and are the mainstay of 
treatment, but they come with side effects and don’t halt the 
disease. And while the gene connected to the disorder was 
discovered in 1986, the story of Duchenne has long followed a 
disheartening pattern: success in the lab, followed by failure in 
clinical trials. 

“Almost nothing has translated into human benefit,” says Ronald 
Victor, MD, of the Cedars-Sinai Heart Institute, where he serves 
as associate director for Translational Research and director of 
the Hypertension Center. He is also the Burns and Allen Chair in 
Cardiology Research. “The translational chasm has been so wide. 
It’s tough in every human disease, but it’s particularly so in 
Duchenne. It’s just been incredibly frustrating.”

But against this discouraging backdrop are signs that the tide 
may finally be turning. Last year, the Food and Drug Administration 
conditionally approved the first-ever drug for Duchenne, eteplirsen. 
Gene-editing technologies, such as CRISPR-Cas9, have shown early 
promise, too, in repairing the mutation that causes the disease in 
mice. But a number of practical and ethical roadblocks must be 
overcome before this idea can be tested in humans. 

 Now, a clinical trial at the Cedars-Sinai Heart Institute is testing 
an entirely novel approach to Duchenne: using cardiac progenitor 
cells (a specialized version of a stem cell) to try to slow or reverse 
the damage to patients’ hearts.

“I’d had enough of being sad. 
I wanted to do something 

about it.”— Suhail Zaveri

Aptly named HOPE-Duchenne (Halt cardiomyOPathy 
progrEssion in Duchenne), the study is based on mouse research 
conducted at Cedars-Sinai — and uses a type of cell therapy 
pioneered at Cedars-Sinai for the treatment of heart attack 
patients. The HOPE-Duchenne study goes straight to the heart 
of what cuts these patients’ lives so short. 

“Most research has focused on the skeletal muscle aspects of 
the disease, but, more often than not, the cause of death for these 
patients is heart failure,” explains Eduardo Marbán, MD, PhD, 
director of the Heart Institute. “Currently, there is no treatment 
to address the loss of functional heart muscle in these patients.”

Could cardiac progenitor cells be the key to altering that 

landscape — and improving and extending the lives of young men 
with Duchenne? It’s too early to know. But preliminary results in 
animal models offer hope that stem cells may have the potential 
to do something astonishing: to heal not only boys’ hearts but their 
limbs as well.

For patients with Duchenne, that’s a breathtaking possibility. 
But something else is remarkable about this research: the way it 
came about. It wouldn’t be happening at all if not for the dedicated 
efforts of someone who’s not a scientist, but a mother — a mother 
of a son with Duchenne.

SEEDS OF HOPE

T
he culprit in Duchenne — the cause of so much 
grief and the reason these boys’ muscles get weaker 
and weaker — is a single missing molecule.

That molecule is a rod-shaped, spring-like protein 
called dystrophin, which acts like a cushion or “shock 

absorber” to protect heart and limb muscles from being damaged 
each time they contract and release. It also acts as a “scaffolding 
protein,” tethering together multiple proteins to help muscles 
function normally.

Boys with Duchenne have a mutation in the gene that provides 
the instructions for making dystrophin. The anomaly leaves patients 
unable to make the protein; it is completely missing from their 
bodies. In two-thirds of cases, the mutation is inherited from a 
mother who unknowingly carries it. The rest of the time, it is new.

Without dystrophin, muscle tissue is gradually damaged, 
replaced by scar tissue and fat. When this scarring occurs in the 
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legs, the boys wind up in wheelchairs. When it happens in the 
heart, they develop cardiomyopathy (an enlarged and weakened 
heart) and, eventually, heart failure. 

Six years ago, that scarring of the heart was beginning to impact 
Catherine Jayasuriya’s oldest son, Dusty Brandom, then 19. 

“You realize there’s nothing for the heart,” Jayasuriya says. “The 
boys pass away due to cardiac or pulmonary issues, and there’s no 
treatment for that right now.” 

So in November 2011, when she came across an article called 
“Repairing Broken Hearts” in The Economist, she read it with 
interest. The story detailed efforts by pioneering scientists — 
including Marbán at Cedars-Sinai — to use cardiac progenitor 
cells to regenerate damaged tissue in heart attack patients.

“I thought, hey, boys with Duchenne have scarred hearts, too,” 
says Jayasuriya, who with Brandom, co-founded Coalition 
Duchenne, a nonprofit that focuses on cardiac and pulmonary 
research in Duchenne and raises global awareness for the disease. 
“Why not apply the same technology to them?”

A few months later, she got a chance to pitch her idea: At a 

Duchenne conference, a friend introduced her to Dr. Ron Victor.
Victor had “backed into” muscular dystrophy research because 

of his interest in abnormal muscle blood flow in Duchenne. He 
was well aware of the disorder’s scientific struggles — and the 
frustration for families.

Intrigued by Jayasuriya’s premise, Victor agreed to arrange a 
meeting with Marbán. “The truth is, Cath [Jayasuriya] hounded 
me for months, and I’m glad she did. This is a layperson who 
deserves a lot of credit for the research,” Victor says. 

“Part of me was like, I’m being a little too forceful here,” 
Jayasuriya adds. “But then I thought, ‘No! This is for the boys! We 
need to pursue this.’”

Her persistence paid off: At the end of 2012, she and her 
husband, Neil Brandom, sat down with Marbán and Victor at 
Cedars-Sinai. 

Marbán had just published his groundbreaking study showing 
that heart attack patients who received heart progenitor cells 
experienced a significant reduction in the size of the heart muscle 
scarring. He already knew that Duchenne patients might be good 

Suhail credits a 
clinical trial at the 
Cedars-Sinai Heart 
Institute with giving 
him more energy 
— for studying at 
UCLA and playing 
video games with 
his brother and best 
friend, Arsh (left).
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candidates for treatment with the same cells, but had thought 
those studies would be down the road. 

Jayasuriya changed his mind. Marbán agreed to start the lab 
studies, and Coalition Duchenne provided the critical funding. 
Soon, the research was underway.

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MOON

O
n a warm July afternoon, Suhail, now 18, sits at 
the kitchen table at home in Anaheim Hills. His 
two grandmothers — who spend half the year 
in India and half with Suhail’s family — shuffle 
quietly around the kitchen, making lunch. A 

couple of pots simmer contentedly on the stove; the smell of 
Indian spices fills the light and airy room.

A lot of people helped Suhail break out of the depression that 
overwhelmed him in fifth grade, after he lost the ability to walk. 
People like his fifth-grade teacher, who gently encouraged him to 
open up. His friends at school, who stuck by him. His younger 

brother and best friend, Arsh. His grandmothers and other 
extended family.

Most of all, he credits his parents, who by then were past their 
grief and were focused on finding the best treatments — and 
making their lives the best they could be, even with Duchenne.

“I’d had enough of being sad,” Suhail says. He leans forward, 
his dark eyes determined and intense behind his glasses. “I 
wanted to do something about it. So I got interested in genetics 
— in what my disease really was. I went online and learned about 
it: X disorder, chromosomes, introns, exons. Everything. As 
much as I could.” 

School became his refuge. He’d always been an excellent student, 
but now he threw himself into classes and homework with a 
vengeance. Yes, Duchenne had weakened his body. But his mind 
was strong. He could think. He could learn. He could study 
genetics, become a scientist, and do research not only on Duchenne 
but other diseases as well.

In high school, he enrolled in the International Baccalaureate 
program, an extremely rigorous academic path. He set his sights 
on the college of his dreams — UCLA — and got in.

“He is a go-getter,” his mom says. “When he makes up his mind, 
he does not give up.”

In 2013, he decided he wanted to meet the president. Through 
the Make-A-Wish Foundation, he and his family met Barack 
Obama at the White House. It was one of Suhail’s proudest 
moments.

There are tough moments, too. Duchenne is hard. Suhail gets 
frustrated when he drops things, or when he can’t do something. 
“I don’t get sad; I get angry,” he says. “Sometimes I yell at people. 
Sometimes I say things I don’t mean. I want to work on that.”

Still, he has come to feel that his disease is also responsible for 
good things: meeting the president, studying hard to get into 
UCLA, finding a passion for genetics.

“I feel like there’s another side to it, not just a negative side,” he 
explains. “It’s like the other side of the moon: one’s light, one’s 
dark. The negative can’t exist without the positive.”

These days, his arm function is limited, but he can still do things 
like write, eat, and use his phone. The biggest looming problem? 
His heart. He now has the beginnings of cardiomyopathy.

“The main thing is the heart,” Suhail says. “If you can keep it 
from getting ruined, you can live a long time.”

TINY BUBBLES

I
f you try to imagine how cardiac progenitor cells could 
repair a heart, you might envision those cells taking root 
deep in a damaged organ — and then, over time, 
sprouting new, healthy tissue.

But you would be wrong. Instead, something not so 
glamorous happens to those stem cells soon after they’re injected: 
They die. 

 That’s what happened when Mark “Amin” Aminzadeh, MD 
— then a postdoctoral fellow in Marbán’s lab — injected millions 

“He is a go-getter,” 
Suhail’s mom, Asmi 
Zaveri, says. “When 
he makes up his 
mind, he does not 
give up.”
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of cardiac progenitor cells into the hearts of mice with Duchenne 
in 2013. A week later, Aminzadeh could find neither hide nor hair 
of those injected cells.

 Unexpected? Nope. A disastrous failure? Hardly.

It was quite the opposite: The mice were getting better. After 
three months, their hearts were pumping more strongly and they 
could walk much longer on a treadmill — a sign that, possibly, the 
progenitor cells had helped their hearts and their limbs.

But how could the cells have done anything when they died so 
quickly?

“We think it’s mainly the effects of whatever is secreted by the 
cells after the injection,” explains Aminzadeh, now a second-year 
medical resident at Cedars-Sinai. 

Among those key substances are something called exosomes 
— tiny, membrane-enclosed “bubbles” that act like messengers, 
transporting critical cargo to cells. These little “medicinal packets” 
contain small pieces of genetic material called microRNAs.

“Exosomes appear to contain the signaling information needed 
to regenerate healthy heart tissue,” Marbán notes. “They are 
naturally able to permeate cells, and they have a coating that 
protects their payloads as they shuttle from cell to cell. We have 
found that they are crucial mediators of stem cell-based heart 
regeneration.” 

Indeed, when researchers repeated their studies in Duchenne 
mice — this time injecting only exosomes, not the cardiac stem 
cells — the mice showed the same improvements.

It was exciting news; the preclinical studies had been a success. 
But, of course, rodents with Duchenne have been helped before. 
The trouble has been translating that to humans.

Why has it been so hard? One theory is that the mouse model 
is not comparable enough to the human disease. New animal 

“That’s the nice thing about 
stem cells. It’s one treatment, 

but it can attack multiple 
pathways.”— Ronald Victor, MD

models recently have been studied. Funding is another problem: 
Duchenne doesn’t receive as much research attention as more 
common diseases like diabetes and cancer.

Many early attempts at gene therapy also failed, as the 
technology was in its infancy. The large size of the dystrophin gene 
means thousands of different mutations are possible, too. 

And then, there is the complexity of Duchenne itself.
“It’s a tough disease because it affects so many different organ 

systems and because it’s progressive,” notes John Jefferies, MD, 
MPH, the principal investigator for the HOPE trial at Cincinnati 
Children’s Hospital. “Some of the other [genetic] diseases may 
level off, but Duchenne keeps progressing, even in the face of 
steroids.” Jefferies is director of Advanced Heart Failure and 
Cardiomyopathy at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital and is Suhail’s 
cardiologist. 

Victor, the principal investigator of the HOPE trial at Cedars-
Sinai, adds that too much past research has focused on single 
pathways.

“This is a virulent disease that’s probably going to require a 
multi-pronged approach,” he notes. “That’s the great thing about 
cell therapy. It’s one treatment, but it can attack multiple pathways 
at once.” 

HEARTS AND LIMBS

I
n the summer of 2016, Suhail was one of 24 patients 
who enrolled in the Phase I HOPE trial — and one of 
13 randomly selected to receive treatment.

At Cedars-Sinai, a catheter was inserted into Suhail’s 
heart, with 75 million cardiac-derived stem cells from 

donor hearts injected directly into his coronary arteries. 
The trial took place at Cedars-Sinai and two other centers — 

Cincinnati Children’s Hospital and the University of Florida Powell 
Gene Therapy Center. Patients were followed for one year.

The investigators have analyzed data from study subjects six 
and 12 months after they received the cardiac cells, with encour-
aging results on safety and efficacy.  A manuscript describing these 
early results has been submitted and is under review for publica-
tion, and a larger study is being planned. “We are hopeful that 
subsequent phases will show results in heart and motor function 
similar to what we saw in mice,” Victor says.

But why would cardiac stem cells injected in the heart have any 
impact on the limbs, in mice or humans?

The answer goes back to those “tiny bubbles” — the exosomes 
that stem cells secrete. Researchers believe those exosomes then 
travel through the bloodstream, enabling them to deliver their 
healing cargo to cells outside the heart.

Investigators are quick to caution that it’s early days; more study 
is needed in additional patients and a larger, double-blinded Phase 
II trial is in the works for 2018.

That trial will test an IV infusion of cardiac stem cells, instead of 
the catheter procedure, to directly target both heart and skeletal

THE X FACTOR: WHY GIRLS DON’T GET DUCHENNE
Duchenne muscular dystrophy primarily affects boys for a simple 
reason: The genetic mutation only occurs on the X chromosome. 
Because girls have two X chromosomes, even if one has the 
mutation, their bodies usually ignore it and only activate the 
“good” X in the pair. But a boy only has one X chromosome. If it
has the mutation, he will have Duchenne.

(continued on page 45)
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Patients coming to the pulmonary and critical care 
unit at Cedars-Sinai often present the most 
harrowing symptoms.   

“We see patients who are really sick, and it can be 
frightening for them,” says Jeremy Falk, MD, 
associate director of Cedars-Sinai’s Lung Transplant 
Program. Such situations require a physician who is 
calm, compassionate, and confident. Quynh Hoang, 
MD, is among those who rise to the task. 

“She does a very good job of reassuring and 
calming the patients, who are often in high-stress, 
high-anxiety situations,” Falk, her former mentor, 
says. Hoang’s time as a pulmonary and critical care 

medicine fellow at Cedars-Sinai leads Falk to use 
words like “superstar” and “brilliant” to describe her.

The opportunity to work in a well-respected clini-
cal setting drew Hoang to a Cedars-Sinai fellowship 
before she headed to Scripps Mercy Hospital San 
Diego, where she now teaches residents and cares 
for vulnerable patients as head of the intensive care 
unit. It’s a long way from where she started life.

Hoang was born in Vietnam, one of seven 
children. “During the Vietnam War, my father 
fought for the South Vietnamese Army and was 
placed in a reeducation camp as a prisoner after the 

Compassion Is Critical 

Dr. Quynh Hoang at 
her new post as 
head of the 
intensive care unit
at Scripps Mercy 
Hospital San Diego

Ali Azizzadeh, MD, a 
renowned specialist in 
minimally invasive 
treatment of vascular 
disease, has been 
appointed associate 
director of vascular 
therapeutics at the 
Cedars-Sinai Heart 
Institute, division director 
of Vascular Surgery, and 
vice chair of Program-
matic Development in 
the Department of 
Surgery. He previously 
served as professor and 
chief of Vascular and 
Endovascular Surgery at 
the University of Texas 
Health Science Center’s 
McGovern Medical 
School and the Memorial 
Hermann Heart & 
Vascular Institute in 
Houston.

George Berci, MD, 
received the inaugural 
Cedars-Sinai Lifetime 
Achievement Award 
during the fifth annual 
commencement of the 
Cedars-Sinai Graduate 
Programs in Biomedical 
Science and Transla-
tional Medicine in June. 
He joined the Depart-
ment of Surgery in 1970 
and pioneered the 
modern laparoscopic 
surgical platform.

Eugenio Cingolani, MD, 
director of the Cardioge-
netics-Familial 
Arrhythmia Clinic at the 
Cedars-Sinai Heart 
Institute, is principal 
investigator on a project 
using gene therapy to 
develop a biological 
pacemaker that has 
been awarded a 

Faculty News

(continued on page 45)
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Oschin Comprehensive 
Cancer Institute. An 
accomplished cancer 
epidemiologist, he also 
will serve as associate 
director for Translational 
Population Science. He 
was previously a 
professor in the 
Department of Medicine 
at Stanford University 
School of Medicine. 

Stanley C. Jordan, MD, 
director of the Division of 
Nephrology and medical 
director of the Cedars-
Sinai Kidney Transplant 
Program, received the 
Jean Hamburger Award 
from the International 
Society of Nephrology. 
Presented at the World 
Congress of Nephrology, 
the award is the society’s 
highest honor. He also 
was lauded by the 
American Society of 
Transplantation with its 
Senior Achievement 
Award in Clinical 
Transplantation.  

Shlomo Melmed, MD, 
executive vice president 
of Academic Affairs, 
dean of the Medical 
Faculty, and the Helene 
A. and Philip E. Hixon 
Distinguished Chair in 
Investigative Medicine, 
has won the 2018 
Outstanding Scholarly 
Physician Award from 
the Endocrine Society, 
the largest membership 
organization representing 
professionals in 
endocrinology. The 
annual award recognizes 
outstanding contribu-
tions to the practice of 
clinical endocrinology in 
academic settings.

Zab Mosenifar, MD, 
executive vice chair of 
the Department of 
Medicine, medical 
director of the Women’s 
Guild Lung Institute, and 
the Geri and Richard 
Brawerman Chair in 
Pulmonary and Critical 
Care Medicine, received 
the 2016 Barlow 
Respiratory Hospital’s 
Medical Excellence 
Award for outstanding 
service to patients and 
the healthcare 
community.

William Parks, PhD, 
scientific director of the 
Women’s Guild Lung 
Institute, vice chair of 
research in the 
Department of Medicine, 
director of the Biomedi-
cal Sciences and 
Translational Medicine 
Graduate Program, and 
professor of Medicine, 
received the Recognition 
Award for Scientific 
Accomplishments from 
the American Thoracic 
Society. He also was 
named deputy editor of 
the American Journal of 
Respiratory Cell and 
Molecular Biology and 
associate editor of The 
American Journal of 
Pathology.

Steven Piantadosi, MD, 
PhD, PHASE ONE 
Foundation Distin-
guished Chair, is stepping 
down after 10 years as 
director of the Samuel 
Oschin Comprehensive 
Cancer Institute to direct 
the recently established 
Cedars-Sinai Clinical 
Trials Design Research 
Center. Howard 
Sandler, MD — chair of 

the Department of 
Radiation Oncology at 
the cancer institute and 
the Ronald H. Bloom 
Family Chair in Cancer 
Therapeutics — will serve 
as interim director of the 
Samuel Oschin 
Comprehensive Cancer 
Institute. Sandler also 
has been named a fellow 
of the American Society 
of Clinical Oncology.

Ueli Rutishauser, PhD, 
associate professor of 
Neurosurgery, Neurology, 
and Biomedical 
Sciences, received the 
2017 Prize for Research in 
Scientific Medicine 
(PRISM), which honors 
Cedars-Sinai scientists 
for achieving an 
exemplary scientific 
breakthrough or critical 
medical insight. The 
PRISM prize committee 
cited Rutishauser’s 
“seminal and paradigm-
shifting observations 
regarding the circuit 
mechanisms underlying 
human memory 
formation.”

Brennan Spiegel, MD, 
director of Health 
Services Research, heads 
a Cedars-Sinai team that 
has earned a $2 million 
grant to study methods 
to reduce opioid 
addiction by exploring 
the most effective ways 
for physicians to discuss 
treatments with chronic 
pain patients. He also 
received a $1 million 
grant from the University 
of California, San 
Francisco, to study 
digestive and liver 
diseases.

$3 million grant from the 
National Institutes of 
Health. Co-principal 
investigators are Heart 
Institute Director 
Eduardo Marbán, MD, 
PhD, and the institute’s 
Director of Basic 
Research Joshua 
Goldhaber, MD, the 
Dorothy and E. Phillip 
Lyon Chair in Laser 
Research.

Raymond S. Douglas, 
MD, PhD, has joined 
Cedars-Sinai to lead the 
new International Orbital 
and Thyroid Eye Disease 
Center. An oculoplastic 
surgeon, he was most 
recently professor of 
Ophthalmology and 
Visual Sciences and 
director of the Thyroid 
Eye Disease Center at the 
University of Michigan 
Health System.

Maurice Garcia, MD, 
has been appointed to 
lead Cedars-Sinai’s new 
Transgender Surgery and 
Health Program, which 
will offer care for patients 
seeking gender-affirming 
surgery and hormone 
therapy. A board-certi-
fied urologist, he 
previously served at the 
University of California, 
San Francisco, and is an 
adviser on transgender 
surgery and care to the 
Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services (CMS) 
and the U.S. Federal 
Bureau of Prisons. 

Robert Haile, DrPH, has 
joined the faculty of the 
Department of Medicine, 
Division of Hematology-
Oncology, at the 
Cedars-Sinai Samuel 

Faculty News

Ravi Thadhani, MD, 
MPH, has been 
appointed vice dean of 
Research and Education. 
He is currently a 
professor of Medicine at 
Harvard Medical School 
and chief of the Division 
of Nephrology at 
Massachusetts General 
Hospital in Boston. He is 
an internationally 
renowned clinical and 
translational leader in 
nephrology and expert 
on vitamin D metabo-
lism, kidney dialysis, and 
preeclampsia. Thadhani 
has been principal 
investigator on more 
than 30 grants, many 
funded by the National 
Institutes of Health. He 
received an MD degree 
from the University of 
Pennsylvania and a 
master of public health in 
epidemiology from the 
Harvard School of Public 
Health. 

Mark Vrahas, MD, has 
been named the Levin/
Gordon Distinguished 
Chair in Orthopaedics in 
honor of Myles Cohen, 
MD. Vrahas, founding 
chair of the Cedars-Sinai 
Department of 
Orthopaedics, joined 
Cedars-Sinai in 2016 
from Harvard Medical 
School, where he served 
as vice chair for 
Population Health and 
OR Operations at 
Massachusetts General 
Hospital’s Department of 
Orthopaedic Surgery, 
and as chief of Partners 
Orthopaedic Trauma 
Program at Massachu-
setts General and 
Brigham and Women’s 
Hospital.
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war,” she says. As part of the United 
Nations’ Humanitarian Operation 
immigration program, her family came to 
the United States in 1990 as refugees. 
Hoang was 6. 

“It was definitely scary but exciting at 
the same time,” she recalls. 

She says the deep sense of empathy she 
feels when working with extremely sick 
patients comes from her background as a 
refugee. 

“It gives me perspective,” she says. “I 
think it’s helped me be a more compas-
sionate physician knowing how difficult it 
is for some of my patients to navigate 
English and the healthcare system — be-
cause the healthcare system is difficult for 
anyone to navigate, even without a 
language barrier.” 
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Her family settled in Syracuse, New 
York, where her mother worked as a 
housekeeper in a hotel and her father was 
a factory worker. 

Hoang attended Cornell University, 
initially interested in studying to be a 
teacher until she got hooked on a 
neurobiology class and decided to go to 
medical school and attend the State 
University of New York Upstate Medical 
University. Afterward, she was accepted to 
the renowned Yale New Haven Hospital 
residency program. 

When Hoang arrived as a fellow at 
Cedars-Sinai in 2014, she thought her 
focus would be on clinical care. However, 
she found herself drawn to research on 
pulmonary hypertension, a critical 
condition in which blood pressure in the 
lungs rises to dangerous levels and can 

(continued from page 43)

(continued from page 41)

muscle. Infusions also would allow for repeated treatments — 
something that might help benefits last longer. 

 “If we had a therapy that not only could help the heart, but also 
improve skeletal muscle function, that would be a game-changer,” 
Jefferies says. 

‘I AM NOT SCARED’

C
oalition Duchenne has continued to fund Marbán’s 
research at Cedars-Sinai. But Dusty Brandom, now 
24, couldn’t participate in the HOPE trial. His 
severe, Duchenne-induced scoliosis prevented him 
from undergoing the study’s required MRIs.

Jayasuriya was disappointed, but philosophical.
 “What you learn from Duchenne is patience,” she says. “We’ve 

been waiting for something to come along for many years. It’s 
good news, then bad news. Good news, bad news. 

 “I know there will be a treatment,” Jayasuriya adds. “There will 
be a cure one day. Dusty and I see the big picture. This is about 
helping the boys who will come after him, too. I just feel that this is 
his legacy. And no matter what happens, he truly made a difference.”

It’s now been a year since Suhail received his stem cell injection. 
Although he didn’t notice any arm improvement — his function is 
already quite limited — he has more energy. He’s also sleeping 

better. And he can get through a tough day of classes without the 
exhaustion he used to feel.

 That energy comes in handy now that he’s a freshman at 
UCLA. He’s majoring in microbiology, immunology, and 
molecular genetics and plans to pursue a PhD.

He and his parents continue to hope for new treatments. “I am 
not scared,” Asmi Zaveri says. “I have no doubts there will be a 
cure. Everything can’t fail.”

 Suhail, meanwhile, is focused on college, his friends, and 
playing video games with his brother (they play as a team). He 
remains grateful for the good things in his life. 

 “I feel lucky,” he says. “My family has supported me a lot; 
they’ve always been there for me. That’s a major part of why I’m 
not upset anymore: I don’t feel alone.

 
Disclosure: The cardiac derived cells (CDCs) used in the Phase I HOPE trial 
were derived from donor hearts and provided by Capricor Therapeutics. 
Marbán developed the process to grow CDCs when he was on the faculty of 
Johns Hopkins University; the process was further developed at Cedars-
Sinai. Capricor has licensed the process from Johns Hopkins and from 
Cedars-Sinai for clinical and commercial development. Capricor has 
licensed additional intellectual property from Cedars-Sinai and the 
University of Rome. Cedars-Sinai and Marbán have financial interests in 
Capricor. Victor has served as consultant for the sponsor but has not 
received payment for these services.

ultimately lead to fatal heart failure. 
According to Hoang, while new 

medications can lower blood pressure in 
the lungs and improve survival and 
patients’ quality of life, too many patients 
fail to respond to such treatments and 
must undergo heart and lung transplants. 

With the help of the significant patient 
care resources at Cedars-Sinai, she set 
about investigating why this happens, 
hoping to discover factors that would lead 
to improved survival. She currently is 
finalizing her findings for publication. 

Meanwhile, not a day goes by that her 
background doesn’t inform her interac-
tions with critical care patients. “They are 
vulnerable in a different way than my 
family was,” she says. “But the feelings of 
fear and being scared of the unknown are 
similar.”
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meaning from that experience: 
understanding grief and what a fetus 
means to the parents. I became really 
interested in women’s health, and by the 
end of that year I decided OB-GYN was 
the direction that I wanted to take. 

Dr. Rimel, what’s it like being Dr. 
Espinoza’s mentor, especially 
considering that she’s several years 
older than you are, and has more life 
experience than your other residents?
Rimel: It’s a great match, even though we 
were randomly assigned.
Espinoza: Wait a minute, you didn’t pick 
me?
Rimel: It’s not that I wouldn’t have picked 
you. I asked heartily for you, but we are not 
allowed to pick. … It’s been an incredible 
opportunity working with Cholene. I’ve 
said, “We are Fred and Ginger in the OR. 
We are moving in tandem together.” But 
it’s not exactly right: It’s more like we are 
flying side by side together. 
Espinoza: Even though she has never been 
a pilot, Dr. Rimel is very good at 
incorporating my mindset and how my 
brain works into making me a better 
surgeon and a better doctor. To be able to 
train here with a surgeon of this caliber is a 
gift. I’m trying to learn as much as I can 
from her. I’m already the only person in the 
program to start OB-GYN residency and 
menopause at the same time. But, 
honestly, I don’t think my colleagues see 
my age. They don’t think of me as being a 
mom. I’m just Cho, the Cho-bot!
Rimel: You’re also not really maternal. 
[Both laugh.] You have a lot of great skills. 
But I think you’re right: We don’t see the 
age difference. 
 

Meet

(continued from page 18) Dr. Rimel, what skills do you try and pass 
on to your mentees and residents? 
Rimel: One of the most valuable skills for 
being a resident is being able to see the 
actual diagnosis and the treatment 
through all of the noise of the other things 
that we’re doing — through the fatigue, 
through figuring out which are the relevant 
labs and physical signs, the relevant 
imaging studies, how to use all the 
available evidence without getting 
distracted. I think that’s a really critical 
part of medicine. How do we get the right 
drug to the right patient at the right time 
and make them better? That’s the sort of 
skill set that I’m trying to pass on to my 
residents, including Cholene.
 
Has the Women’s Guild Simulation 
Center for Advanced Clinical Skills, 
which replicates high-pressure hospital 
situations with pretend patients but 
real medical devices, helped with 
training? 
Rimel: The simulation center has really 
helped us bring more pattern and order to 
what we do. It helps with a stressful 
situation when your heart is racing and the 
patient is bleeding and the loved one is 
screaming at you, and someone nearby is 
fainting. You know, how do we get through 
those situations? The airlines have 
improved emergency situations by putting 
people in those types of settings, and we 
are just starting to do those kinds of 
simulations in a hospital setting. I wish I 
had access to something like this when I 
started in medicine. 
Espinoza: The sim center is one of the 
many reasons why I wanted to train here 
and ranked Cedars-Sinai as my first choice 
for residency. It was something familiar to 
me. The simulators are made by the same 

companies, in some cases, as ones that I 
trained with in the airline industry. It gives 
me an opportunity to practice the 
procedure in a safe environment. I’m not 
practicing on a patient; I’m practicing on a 
simulator. Plus, we have access 24 hours a 
day, so I can go there during my off time.
 
Dr. Espinoza, how else did being in the 
Air Force inform your work in medicine? 
Espinoza: One of the first things we learn 
in the military is to take care of each other. 
The chain is only as strong as the weakest 
link, and I think that sense of commitment 
not only to the mission but, in this case, to 
our patients, is critical. 

We have this saying: “I’ll never leave my 
post until properly relieved.” In medicine, 
we call it “closing the loop,” and that’s 
making sure that the patient is taken care 
of. There’s also a similar sense of respect 
and hierarchy. But I’ve learned not to say 
“yes, sir,” or “no, ma’am.” That doesn’t go 
over so well here!
 
Dr. Espinoza, what would you say to 
someone who is considering a career 
shift into medicine?
Espinoza: Follow your heart. It’s no 
question that my life is much richer 
because of this change. There are days 
where I see a big jumbo jet in the sky and I 
think I could be there sitting in the left seat 
getting ready to land and go have coffee. 
But there is never a day that I don’t come 
home and say, “I’m glad I did this.” Every 
day I have the chance to make a difference 
in someone’s life, and to connect with them 
and help them navigate through 
something. I have no regrets. 
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touchdown sign. They were so cute and 
happy, all lined up in a row. Even though I 
don’t do obstetrics anymore, that’s where 
the best memories come from. It’s not 
only the delivery, but also the chaos that 
can surround it and make it seem like a 
circus — but then something good 
happens, like a healthy baby being born. 
That’s one of the most positive things that 
can happen in medicine. 
      
Nancy Sicotte, MD
Vice Chair, Education, Department of 
Neurology
Director, Multiple Sclerosis Program
Director, Neurology Residency Program
My first night on call as an intern, I was 
assigned to care for leukemia and 
lymphoma patients. You’re in the hospital 
by yourself, alone, and when you take a 
call, you’re responsible for people who are 
all very sick. I remember lying in the call 
room with the beeper on my chest, just 
waiting for it to go off and feeling terrified. 
One thing I did right, which I have passed 
on to my trainees, is that I made friends 
with the nurses, and they were 
wonderful. They knew much more than 
me, the green intern. I always tell the 
house staff, “Be respectful of the nurses 
and let them help you, because they want 
to help you.” Or, less politely, “Never piss 
off the nurses.” It’s a team sport. 

Zuri Murrell, MD
Clinical Chief, Division of Colorectal 
Surgery
Director, Colorectal Cancer Center of 
Excellence
My residency is where I met my friend 
and mentor, Dr. Michael Stamos, who is 
the reason I went into colorectal surgery. 
He was a hard-ass — no pun intended. In 

training, we do morbidity and mortality 
conferences, where we discuss the results 
of our procedures. Dr. Stamos would 
make grown men and women cry by 
drilling them in front of everyone about 
why they did what they did in surgery. I’m 
not scared of much, but I was deathly 
afraid of him. I told myself: “I’m never 
going to cry in front of him!” I studied 
and over-studied, even when I was 
dog-tired, and he never got me. My fear of 
being embarrassed motivated me to 
become a well-read and learned doctor. 
To this day, before going into surgery, I 
have a ritual. I look through my notes and 
visualize the procedure. He instilled that 
in me — no matter how many times 
you’ve done it, you’ve never done it on this 
person. Every single person is different, 
and you have to treat them that way. 

Mark Pimentel, MD
Director, Medically Associated Science and 
Technology (MAST) Program
Department of Medicine
When you’re a medical resident and it’s 
3 a.m. and you’re called for the first time 
to pronounce someone deceased, you have 
a spiritual moment. You realize that 20 
minutes before, a spirit and a soul were 
there. For me, this occurred with an 
80-year-old gentleman. Until you become 
a doctor, you’re generally not the first 
person in the room at the time of death. 
These things are hard to witness, but they 
are also peaceful. You wonder what their 
life was about and where they are going, 
because you don’t know. That’s what we 
think about as doctors: life and death — 
and improving life.

Shelly Lu, MD
Director, Division of Digestive and Liver 
Diseases
Women’s Guild Chair in Gastroenterology
To survive as a physician-scientist doing 
basic research, you need to learn that 
getting rejected is par for the course. Eons 
ago, I submitted my very first paper and, 
of course, it got rejected. My mentor said, 
“You’ve written a paper; the work’s been 
done. One journal rejects you — another 
one will accept.” This is the “one door 
closes, another opens” philosophy. You 
have to think about how to overcome a 
disappointment and realize it might not 
even be a bad thing. For instance, I had a 
big grant rejected, so I repackaged it into 
two smaller ones and both got funded! 
And when something good happens, you 
can celebrate for a day or two and then 
come down to Earth. That’s how I try to 
coach my mentees. They need to develop 
a thick skin to do well in academia. But I 
also tell them not to become overconfi-
dent — you can’t know it all or do it all. I 
like people with humility.

Kelly Wright, MD
Minimally Invasive Gynecologic Surgeon 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
When I was a resident on the labor floor 
at Massachusetts General Hospital, a 
woman came in at term with her fourth 
baby. The dad and their boys — who were 
6, 4, and 2 — paraded in behind her. She 
was laboring really fast, and dad gently 
lined up the boys against the wall in order 
of height. The woman coughed and her 
water broke, and the baby kind of flew out 
on this big wave of fluid. The three boys 
looked at their baby sister and all said, 
“Yay!” and threw their hands up like the 

(continued from page 21)
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The brain cancer vaccine developed at Cedars-Sinai did more 

than save my life after I was diagnosed with glioblastoma 

10 years ago. It’s allowed me to enjoy countless moments 

of happiness and meaningful milestones: I’ve seen my sons 

graduate from college and begin careers and families.  

I kissed my first grandchild’s forehead when he was a 

newborn. Every day is a gift. I am grateful to the doctors,  

nurses and researchers at Cedars-Sinai for giving me  

so many wonderful days.”

I am grateful for  
Dr. Keith Black and the  
trial brain cancer vaccine 
that saved my life …

“

 —  Mary Wong Lee, Grateful Patient & Donor

#CedarsGratitude
Use the hashtag and share why you are 
grateful for Cedars-Sinai.
Showing your support for Cedars-Sinai through 

your social networks can be a powerful tool in 

spreading the word about our mission to 

provide excellent patient care and discover 

lifesaving treatments.

We want to hear 
from you.
Are you a grateful patient, 
family member, volunteer  
or loyal supporter? 
Sharing your story of gratitude can inspire  

others who may be facing similar challenges  

— and most importantly, provide hope.

To make a gift or share your story of gratitude, 
please use the envelope enclosed or visit:
giving.cedars-sinai.edu/cedarsgratitude
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Time Capsule

Physicians fortunately no longer have to pry open eyelids and prod 
eyeballs with small metal tools to check for disease, as was the case 
with early optometric equipment like the Schiøtz tonometer. The 
device tested eye pressure by measuring the indentation made 
when pressed gently into a patient’s numbed cornea. Modern 
tonometers send puffs of air into the eye to detect diseases like 
glaucoma, which is characterized by excess eye pressure that can 
damage optic nerves and impair vision.

With an eye on better solutions to vision impairment, Cedars-
Sinai investigators are testing the use of stem cells to reverse or 

slow down the onset of blindness due to degenerative eye diseases. 
In studies funded by a $5 million grant from the California 
Institute for Regenerative Medicine, injections of human-derived 
stem cells were shown to preserve vision in laboratory animals by 
slowing deterioration of the retina, the light-sensing area in the 
back of the eye. The team aims to start a clinical trial next year in 
humans afflicted with retinitis pigmentosa, an inherited disease.

The Schiøtz tonometer in this photo is one of many artifacts 
maintained by the Cedars-Sinai Historical Conservancy. 

Prying Eyes

Schiøtz tonometer, 
invented by Norwegian 
ophthalmologist Hjalmar 
Schiøtz. Date of 
manufacture: circa 1905. 

Find out more about Cedars-Sinai’s Historical 
Conservancy at discoveriesmagazine.orgVIDEO
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